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SUMMARY 
In thiS thesiS rigorous models for simulating the operation of 
multi-component batch distillation with a hypothetical 
start-up procedure are derived and solved by a novel 
analytical derivative technique. The conventional backward 
derivative technique which usually solves the model only froa 
the steady-state total reflux condition is also extended to 
include the solution from the hypothetical start-up condition. 
Both techniques are shown to give identical results. 
Simulation and optiaisation of a ternary system with slop 
recycle are analysed by USing one of the above rigorous models 
and solution techniques. Nine modes of operation for handling 
the recycle slops are developed and a basic mode of operation 
for evaluating the economic efficiency is defined as the 
reference. The objective function chosen for the analYSiS is 
the profit per cycle time rather than the total product per 
cycle time. The results of analysiS show that the right 
chOice of mode of operation is more Significant than the right 
chOice of the constant reflux ratiO of the operation. 
An expliCit short-cut model for estimating the instantaneous 
overhead compOSition of multi-component batch distillation is 
successfully derived. The performance of the short-cut model 
is acceptably accurate and offers some advantages of speed 
over other published models. The short-cut model is shown to 
be very powerful for solVing the problem of optimal reflux 
profile. 
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1. Introduction 
1. 1 Background 
ThiS work is concerned with the aodellin8, Simulation and 
opti.isation of aulti-co.ponent batch distillation. It was 
inspired by the work of Diwekar et at. (1987), who studied 
optimal reflux poliCy determination for multi-component batch 
distillation columns USing their own proposed short-cut column 
performance model, and by the work of Luyben (1988) on ternary 
systems with slop recycle. 
Diwekar et ale (1987) have successfully used their short-cut 
model to solve the problem of optimal reflux rate poliCY, 
e.ploying a "gradient aethod in function space" technique. 
Their short-cut model comprises a system of Simultaneous 
equations attributed to Hengstebeck-Geddes, Fenske, Underwood 
and Gilliland which could be solved by the Newton-iaphson 
method. They do not describe how to arrange the routine for 
the solution of the Simultaneous equations or which key 
components should be chosen as the baSis of calculation. The 
method used involves the solution of~ impliCit function 
(Gilliland's correlation) which can lead to computational 
difficulties in some circumstances. However, they did solve 
their problem and compared the results With the "rigorous" 
method of Hurty et ale (1980). The comparison was said to be 
close to each other and they claimed to have improved the 
computational time due to their short-cut model. They also 
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tried to optimise a quaternary system by the saae 
technique, but the reported results show an anoaaly where the 
optimum yield for a system having a lower nuaber of trays is 
greater than that for a systea having a higher number. 
Luyben (1988) has been studying an interesting and novel 
practical aspect of optiaal batch distillation design and 
operation where slop recycle in a ternary system is 
considered. He proposed three modes of operation for handling 
~~ 
slop recycle for analysis and reported~in detail. He used a 
semi-rigorous model in his analysis where the heat balance of 
the system is not considered. Therefore hiS performance 
criterion for optimisation is confined to the overall rate of 
products of specified quality based on total cycle time. The 
extension of hiS performance criteria to the rate of profit 
per cycle time needs a more rigorous model where the heat 
balance of the system can be accounted for. VariOUS 
~h~ 
comprehensive rigorous models have appeared in ~ literature 
intended for the purpose of simulation. However, their 
methods of solution force thea to start their simulation from 
the steady state total reflux condition which must be solved 
by an external routine based on continuous distillation 
models. ThiS prevents modelling the start-up period of the 
process as suggested by Luyben (1988), so the start-up time 
and energy consumption during the time can not be calculated. 
2 
1.2 Objective 
The objective of this thesis is diVided into two parts. The 
first part deals with the development of a rigorous aodel to 
Simulate multi-component batch distillation including the 
start-up periods as suggested by Luyben (1988) and taking heat 
balance into account. The rigorous model is then used to 
study some practical aspects of optimal batch distillation 
deSign and operation parallel to the work of Luyben (1988), 
namely Ternary System with Slop Recycle. The four modes of 
operation suggested by Luyben (1988) are developed further and 
the perforaance criterion for optimisation is made more 
practical, being the profit per cycle time. The second part 
deals with the development of a short-cut model for 
multi-component batch distillation as an alternative to the 
one suggested by Diwekar et aL (1987). The short-cut model 
is tested by a . 
~G'- r~J \ t l ~ ~'h o.J~ 
study on Optimal Reflux RatiO 
Determination "to ~ha:'t of Diwekar et al.. (1987)and Hurty et al.. 
(1980) and compar~the results to theirs. 
1.3 Applications 
Batch Distillation remains an important separation technique 
in the manufacture of small-volume, high-value speCialty 
chemicals. It has the advantage of being able to produce a 
number of products from a Single column. Even though batch 
distillation consumes more energy the.n continuous 
3 
distillation, it proVides more fleXibility and involves less 
capital investment. A single column can also handle a wide 
range of feed compositions, number of components, and degrees 
of difficulty of separation. 
Because of its fleXibility, there results a large number of 
parameters to be considered in order to find the optiaal 
design and operation of Batch Distillation. ThiS work can be 
used as a gUide to deter.ine the right course of choosing the 
equipment size, and the mode of operation with regard to the 
variation of feed composition, volatility, product 
specification and demand. 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Modelling oC Multi-Component Batch Distillation 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Before reviewing the literature on modelling and simulation of 
multi-component batch distillation, it is necessary to 
introduce some notions about batch distillation terminologies 
in this study. Batch Distillation is a separation process 
based on relative volatilities of the components in the system 
to be separated. A multi-component batch distillation model 
deals with a system having more than two components, but this 
does not preclude it being used for a binary system. 
Batch distillation is actually a semi batch process where the 
system is charged once in one cycle time by a fresh feed at 
the beginning of a batch, while the products can be 
continually withdrawn from the system and other fresh feed or 
slop recycles can be introduced to the system during the cycle 
time. The essential teaporal features of the cycle time are 
the charging period, the start-up period, the topping and 
feeding period. 
Batch distillation is carried out in a tray column consisting 
of a still or reboiler, a number of trays, a condenser and 
accumulator with reflux system. For a sophisticated system 
each tray can be prOVided with a feed entrance, a side draw 
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pOint and a heating or cooling system. During the 
distillation process, the still, the trays and the accuaulator 
are all filled with liquid and vapor holdup. Vapor flows up 
froa the still through the trays to the condenser 
condenses to a liqUid. The liquid then flows 
accuaulator. The liquid froa the accumulator can be 
where it 
to the 
divided 
into two parts, one part as the top product and the other as 
reflux which is returned to the column through the top tray. 
The liquid reflux flows downward through the trays to the 
still, while coaing into contact with the upward vapor flow. 
Hulti-component batch distillation models consist of a system 
of differentio-algebraic equations which describes the mass 
and heat balances of the process and the vapor-liquid 
equilibria in each tray. The models can be differentiated 
into three categories, namely rigorous, semi rigorous, and 
short-cut model. 
The essential feature of a rigorous model is that it 
incorporates complete mass and heat accumulation in all the 
holdups, mass and heat transfer from the system to the 
surroundings, and variation of relative volatilities of the 
components with the operating conditions. A semi-rigorous 
aodel is a simplification of a rigorous model with regard to 
the above essential feature of a rigorous model. 
real boundary between a rigorous model and a 
model. The rigorous model. is directed more 
There is no 
seai-rigorous 
toward the 
accuracy of the model, while the semi rigorous model considers 
6 
aore the importance of computational time. 
A short-cut model is the simplest model to describe the 
material balance of the system uSing some experience or 
experimental considerations. It tries to approximate the 
relationship between the instantaneous CO.position of the 
liquid in the accuaulator with that of the liquid in the still 
Without involving tray to tray calculation. Therefore, such 
models usually neglect the heat balance, the tray and the 
accumulator holdups, and the variation of relative 
volatilities of the component with temperature and pressure. 
2.1.2 Rigorous Model of Multi-Component Batch distillation 
The first comprehensive model for multi-component batch 
distillation was due to Meadows (1963). The model employed 
heat and material balances as well as volume balances and was 
limited only by the assumption of ideal trays, constant volume 
tray and accumulator holdup, adiabatic operation, and 
negligible vapor holdup. He solved the model uSing~finite 
difference method starting from the steady state total reflux 
condition. It was found that the use of~ finite-difference 
method for solving the model leads to instability if too large 
a step size is used, hence high computational times were 
required. He suggested the future work to develop a aore 
refined method for increasing the speed of the calculation. 
He also recoamended to develop a start-up procedure to allow 
for calculating heat and time requirements from the pOint of 
7 
first application of heat to the still. 
Distefano (1968b) devoted hiS study aainly to an analYSiS of 
various methods of numerically integrating the differential 
equations coaprising a comprehensive mathematical model of 
multi-component batch distillation. He used the same 
assumptions as Meadows in hiS model and started the solution 
from the steady state total reflux condition. 
Meadows-Distefano Model can be described as follows. For the 
condenser-accumulator system, the total mass balance, the 
component balance and heat balance are respectively 
dH 
o 
L = R D 
o 
dt - V - L - D = V - D (R+ 1 ) ~ ~ i 
d H Xi. 
_--::-0 __ 0 = V Vi. _ D (R+ 1) Xi. 
dt 1 1 0 
d M h 
o 0 
dt 
For an arbitrary tray number n, they are respectively 
dH 
n V + L V L = - -dt n+1 n-1 n n 
d H Xi. 
Vi. Xi. Vi. Xi. n n 
- V + L - V - L 
-dt n+1 n+1 n-i n-i n n n n 
d H h 
n n V H + L h - V H - L h = dt n+i n+1 n-i "-1 n n n n 
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( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
(6 ) 
(7 ) 
An analo8ous description of the reboi ler results in the 
equations 
dH 
N+S L V = - (8 ) dt N N+t 
d H X " N+t N+t L Xi. V Vi. dt = (9 ) N N N+S N+t 
d H h 
N+t N+t L h V H dt = + Q. ( 10) N N N+t N+s 
The .olar holdups of liqUid in the trays, the still and the 
accuaulator are foraulated by 
If 
n 
- G p 
n n 
( 11 ) 
The liqUid .olar denSity is a function of teaperature, 
pressure and co.position ; 
= f( T t T ,P ) n n n ( 12) 
The ultiaate success of any distillation aodel depends upon 
the accuracy of the vapor-liquid equilibriu. relationship 
eaployed. The .ost co •• only used fora of thiS relationship 
for .ulti-co.ponent aixtures is 
vi. = K"X" ( 13) 
n n n 
9 
The equilibriu. constant as a function of teaperature. 
pre~sure. and CO.position is given by 
K" - f"( y+, T • P ) 
n n n n ( 14) 
The vapor-liquid equilibriua relationship should satisfy the 
bubble pOint calculation as follows 
Ne L Y~ = 1 ( 15) 
i. =t 
The enthalpies of liquid and vapor are each for.ulated as a 
function of te.perature and CO.position respectively 
h = f( T T) 
n n' n 
( 16) 
H = f( r. T ) 
n n n 
( 17) 
Distefano (1968a) solved the above .odel by e.ploying a 
backward derivative technique to approxi.ate the derivatlve~ 
of liqUid .olar holdups and liqUid entbalpies fro. past stored 
values. This can be for.ulated by 
dH 
n 
dt 
dh 
n 
dt 
~ 6 H 
l n 
~ 6 h 
l n 
10 
( 18) 
( 19) 
ThiS technique i3 reasonable only if the Solution starts froa 
the steady state total reflux condition where the initial 
values of those derivatives are practically zero. The 
extenSion of thiS technique for the Solution of a start-up 
procedure is inhibited by the unknown initial values of those 
derivatives. 
The use of the above approxiaate derivatives Will reduce the 
nuaber of differential equations of the aodel by transforaing 
the aass and heat balance equation into a systea of difference 
equations. These difference equations will give the solution 
for the vapor and the liqUid flow of the systea. The 
coaputational tiae depends on the solution of the bubble pOint 
calculation which aust be solved by an iterative technique. 
Distefano (1968a) suggested that the bubble pOint calculation 
need be perfor.ed only at the end of an integration step 
together with the updating of the approxi.ate derivatives, and 
the vapor and the liqUid flow. 
Distefano (1968a) aethod of solution has been tested 
experiaentally by Stewart et al. (1973) who proved that the 
experi.ental and the theoretical results were in good 
agreeaent. Therefore, Distefano (1968a) aethod can be used a 
co.parison for any further develop.ent of the .ethod of 
solution. 
1 1 
The work of Distefano (1968a) was popularly followed by Boston 
et ale (1981) who deve loped an advanced syste. known as 
BATCHFiAC aodel for the siaulation of Batch Distillation 
operations. They enhanced Distefano's (1968a) aodel by 
introducing aultiple feed and Side product streaas. There 
were no improveaents to the aethod of solution, and the 
start-up procedure reaained untouched. 
Guy (1983) developed a siailarly coaplete aodel to that of 
Boston et ale (1981). He used the concepts of constant liquid 
molar holdup, hydraulic time constant and real tray hydraulics 
as variations to the constant liquid volume holdup assuaption. 
He also introduced a Murphree tray effiCiency instead of the 
assuaption of ideal trays. 
The total mass balance, the component balance and heat balance 
for the condenser-accumulator systea and for the rebOiler 
systea are practically the same as that of Meadows-Distefano 
Model. The balances around tray nuaber n are respectively 
dM 
n 
dt 
d H Xi. 
n n 
dt 
- V 
n+l 
+ L 
n-l 
- V - L 
n n 
+ F 
n 
- D - D In vn 
= V Vi. +L Xi. -(L +D )Xi._(V +D )yi.+F Xi. 
n+l n+l n-l n-l n l n n n vn n n Fn 
= V H +L h - (L +D ) h - (V +D ) H +F h 
n+t n+l n-i n-i n In n n vn n n Fn 
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(20) 
(21 ) 
(22) 
~""'-~'<. 05 
The instantaneous~chan8e of liquid flow is foraulated by 
introducing a Hydraulic Tiae Constant T 
dL 
n 
-dt 
To siaulate a real 
introduced a Murphree 
yi. 
n 
where 
n 
1 
T 
n 
( V +L -V -L +F -D -D ) n+~ n-~ n n n In vn 
tray instead of an ideal tray, 
tray efficiency of the fora 
Vi. i. ( '. Vi. ) = + '7?n VL n+~ n n+j, 
yi.. = Ki. Xi. 
n n n 
(23) 
he 
(24) 
(25) 
The Guy's (1983) equation for tray hydraulic which relates the 
liqUid voluae holdups with the outlet liquid flow is 
coaplicatedly foraulated. It is beyond the scope of thiS 
review to write all of the formulations. However, the 
equation can be su.aarised to have the fora as follows 
G 
-
- f ( LZ / 8 f f ) p , p ,coe icients 
n n ' L V 
(26) 
HiS aethod of Solution for an ideal tray systea seeas 
unreasonable when he assuaes a constant aolar holdup for hiS 
siaplification, aaking the R.H.S of equation (23) aeaniDgless. 
Vapor flowrare foraulated froa heat balance equations by 
neglecting the enthalpy accuaulation. ThiS is at variance 
with the essential nature of hiS rigorous .odel, though it 
Will reduce the coaputational tiae. The proble. of 
co.putational ti.e due to the bubble pOint calculation re.ains 
13 
unsolved. It is not clear whether hiS aethod of sOlution can 
be extended to handling a start-up procedure. 
2.1.3 Seai-Rigorous Model Of Multi-Coaponent Batch Distillation 
An exa.ple of a seai-rigorous .odel of aulti-coaponent batch 
distillation was suggested by Luyben (1971). HiS aodel was 
based on the assu.ption of constant relative volatilities, 
constant aolar holdups in the trays 
and in the accu.ulator, and constant vapor flow With flat 
profiles, and neglected the heat balance. 
The coaponent balance in the accuaulator, tray nu.ber nand 
the still, and the total .ass balance in the still are given 
by 
H 
n dt 
= L N 
dxi. 
o 
dt 
. , v = V = V ~ 2 = V N+~ 
= V ( Vi. - Xi. ) 
~ 0 
Vi. ) - L ( Xi. _Xi ) 
n n n-t 
d Hi. Xi. 
N+ ~ N+t 
dt 
= L Xi. - V Vi. 
N NH. 
dM 
N+t 
dt - V - L 
14 
( 1 ) 
(2 ) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5 ) 
The equilibriua relationship is approxiaated by the concept of 
constant relative volatility of the coaponeDts. 
vi. Q. X" ~ n 
= (6 ) n Ne 
i~S Q. X" ~ n 
Luyben (1971) had tried a siaple procedure to siaulate the 
start-period. All the holdups are initially charged With 
liqUid of the saae coaposition. It is not clear how to do it 
in practice. Presuaably it can be done by charging the liquid 
froa the accuaulator down to the still. He also suggested 
another alternative that the system can be assu.ed to have all 
the tray holdups initially filled with liqUid haVing the 
compOSition in equilibriua With the coaposition of the liquid 
in the still. 
Doaenech and Enjalbert (1980) aade a slight aodification to 
the .odel of Luyben (1971). They still introduced the 
variation of relative volatilities of the co.ponents With 
teaperature and pressure. It was stated that a sub-prograa is 
needed to start the solution froa the steady state total 
reflux condition. However, it is also pOSSible to start the 
solution on the basis of te.perature and concentration 
profiles supplied as data. ThiS i.plies that their .odel can 
be used to siaulate a similar start-up procedure to that 
suggested by Luyben(1971). They solved their .odel USing 
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RUDge-Kutta-Merson with variable step Size. 
Galindez and Fredenslund (1987) solved the above .odel uSing 
their quasi-steady state approach. The unsteady state process 
of batch distillation is si.ulated as a succession of short 
perio~of tiae in whiCh continuous distillation are carried 
out. They were able to siaulate the start-up procedure as 
suggested by Luyben (1971). 
Doaenech and Enjalbert (1978) presented the co •• on se.l 
rigorous .odel, na.ely a .odel without holdup. All the tray 
holdups and the accuaulator holdups are neglected. The .odel 
is co.posed of an overall mass balance and the co.ponent 
balance equation. 
dH v 
N+1 
dt = R + 1 (7 ) 
dXi. 
N+1 
dt 
v xi. _ Xi. o N+l 
H 
N+1 
(8 ) 
= R + 1 
The instantaneous co.positions of the liqUid In the 
accu.ulator are obtained by solving a syste. of non-linear 
equations 
16 
yi. Ki. xi. i xi. 
x" 
= + 
0 
= 
n n n R + 1 n-j i + 1 
\. = j , z •• He } n = o. z •• H (9) He 
\'~1 Ki. Xi. 1 0 - = n n 
2.1.4 Short-Cut Hodel Of Hulti-Co.ponent Batch Distillation 
The general fora of total aass balance and the co.ponent 
balance for a short-cut .odel are as follows 
dB v ( 1 ) dt = i + 1 
dXi. 
1 V • ( Xi. Xi. ) dt = i + 1 B 
(2) 
• D 
where 
Xi. fi.(~ i N ---+ consts ) (3) = , , a , D . ' 
The oldest short-cut .odel for .ultt-co.ponent batch 
distillation is perhaps due to Chao Kwang-Chu (1954). The 
suggested short-cut .odel is a .odification of Brown and 
Souders' (1933) absorption factor aethod, originally applied 
to continuous distillation. The absorption factor for each 
co.ponent is foraulated as 
K\. V 
si. 
.. 
= 
0. 
D 
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Kr = Cl. ( R + 1 ) (4 ) 
0. \. 
A direct relationship between the cO.position of the liquid in 
the still and the instantaneous CO.position of the liqUid in 
the accu.ulator is given by 
xi. 
= 
lei. Xi. (5 ) D • 
where 
ki. [ Ki. ( s~ r ( s \. - 1 ) 
- 1 1 0. F = (6 ) ( Si. )n ( Si. _ Ki. ) + Ki. F 11' 0. 0. 
The su •• ation of the instantaneous co.position of the liqUid 
in the accu.ulator as calculated by equation (2) Will usually 
not equal to unity. He suggested that the CO.position has to 
be nor.ali~ed. There is no suggestion as how to choose the 
te.perature for the calculation of the equilibriu. constants 
used in the .odel. 
By assuaing constant reflux condition, Chao Kwang-Chu (1954) 
integrated the .ass balance of the syste., Which resulted in a 
direct relationship between the a.ount of the liqUid in the 
still and its co.positions 
Xi. = Xi. 
• 80 [ -:0 ] ki. - 1 (7 ) 
Do.enech and Enjalbert (1978) presented another short-cut 
.ode 1. It was stated that the reference equilibriu. constant 
18 
varies exponentially with tray nuaber by their eapirical 
foraula as follows 
K r = K r b -n+N+i. 
n • 
(8 ) 
The relationship between the instantaneous coaposition of the 
liqUid in the accuaulator and that of the liquid in the still 
is calculated by 
xi. 
f1.( b) 
= (9) D g"( b) 
Where 
[ Kr a N+i. fi.(b) ] b -N(N+1>/2 R • i. ( 10) = u 
and 
g' ( b) = R + 1 + fJ_K_;-u_Ol_i._] b -<N<N"'-n(n-1>)/2 ( 11 ) 
Vhi Ie 
R ( 12) u = R + 1 
The paraaeter b in the foraula is deterained by suaains up the 
all the coapositions of the liqUid in the accuaulator and 
~th',",~ 
 the suaaation to unity. 
= 1 ( 13) 
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The la~~er equa~ion aus~ be solved by an iterative .ethod, and 
tberefore aakes ~heir short-cu~ aodel no~ a straight-forward 
foraula. 
Diwekar and Madhavan (1986) suggested ~heir shor~-cut .odel 
which is based on the assuaption tha~~batch distillation 
can be considered as continuous distillation With 
changing feed. Tha~ is, for a small interval of ti.e the 
batch coluan behaviour is analogous to a continuous col u.n. 
As such ~hey derived ~heir aodel fro. the aost Widely used 
short-cut .odel for continuous distilla~ion. The equations 
used in ~he proposed shor~-cut .odel are : Hengstebeck-Geddes' 
equa~ion 
xj, 
• 
xi. 
• 
Which can be rela~ed to ~he Fenske's equation, 
In 
N . = m\." 
Underwood's equations, 
He 
L 
i.=' 
[ Xlk D Xlk 
• 
In 
Cl X" 
\. . 
Ol - At. \. ., 
20 
Xhk ] • Xhk 
D 
~h 
= 0 
( 14) 
( 15) . , 
( 16) 
i. +1=' 
tm.n L 
\. a.X 
~ D 
Qt. - • 
~ 
Gilliland's equation, 
in which 
x = 
and 
y = 1 - exp [ 
i - i . 
m\.n 
i + 1 and 
He 
~ Xi. = 1 .~ D 
~=~ 
• 
• ( 17) 
( 18) 
N N. 
y = m\.n ( 18) N + 1 
( 19) 
They apparently treated the above siaultaneous equations by 
reducing thea to a one di.ensional search in C~ Which they 
solved uSing Newton-iaphson's .ethod. This fact of searching 
in C~ aay result in the value of X and Y as calculated by 
equation (18) running out of range during the search, and 
therefore the search will fail. However, they did not give 
explicit arrangeaent of the solution. Further.ore, They did 
not give detail as how to choose the light key and the heavy 
key references of co.ponent used in equation (15) and as to 
whether the references can change during the course of 
distillation. 
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2.2 Op~i.dsa~ion of ~~1 Co~nen~ Ba~ch Dis~illation 
2.2.1 Introduction 
Works on the optiaisation of aulti-coaponent batch 
distillation can be divided into two aain streaas. The first 
streaa treats the optiaisation problea as a control problea or 
variational problea. While the second streaa treats it as a 
design and operation problea or non-linear prograaaing 
problea. 
Control problems of Dulti-coaponent batch distillation are 
mainly concerned with the deteraination of optiaal reflux 
profile for the operation of an eXisting coluan. In aost 
cases the objectives considered are of two types. The first 
one is to ainiaise the time reqUired to obtain a given aaount 
of product of a given co.position. The second one is to 
aaxiaise the amount of product of a given coaposition during a 
specified tiae. This problea is also known as the -aaxiaua 
Distillate Problea". 
Design and operation problems of aulti-coaponent batch 
distillation deal with the deteraination of optiaal coluan 
sizes and wider aspects of modes of 
reflux control. The coluan deSign 
operation than siaple 
paraaeters consist of 
number of trays, still holdup, tray holdups, accuaulator 
holdup. bOiler and condenser heat transfer areas. Hodes of 
operation pertain to how a column is operated to achieve the 
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deSired products. The perforaance criteria for 
are usually soae foraulation of total capaCity or 
cycle tiae. 
optiaisation 
profit per 
2.2.2 Control Problea of Multi-Coaponent Batch Distillation 
Works on the control probleas of aulti-coaponent 
distillation had been reviewed by Rippin (1982). 
batch 
It was 
stated that reports on the use of optiaal reflux profiles in 
batch distillation began froa the work of Converse and Gross 
(1963). The systeas generally studied are binary with 
constant relative volatility. Ternary systeas have been 
discussed by Robinson (1969), and by Hayur and Jackson (1971). 
Egly et ale (1979) reported a study of 0... aulti-coaponent 
systea but no detail were given. Robinson (1970) discussed a 
ten coaponent aixture with constant relative volatilities but 
for 80.e of the calculations it is treated as an effective 
binary. The nuaber of trays conSidered is generally, saall-up 
to 8, With 3 and 5 being coaaon values. Exceptions are 
Price(1967); 12 trays, Robinson (1970); 30 trays, and Egly 
(1979) who claiaed a capability of handling up to 100 trays. 
The effect of holdup is generally not treated although it 
acknowledged to be iaportant. Converse and Huber (1965) 
atteapted to account for it, Robinson (1969) discussed a case 
with an accuaulator holdup to 10 X of the reboiler charge. 
Hayur and Jackson (1970) treated a three tray coluan With each 
tray holdup equal to 5~ the reboiler charge. Hurty et ale 
(1980) devoted their study to coaparing various aethods of 
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solution for the .axiaua distillate problea. 
All the above works eaployed seai rigorous aodels to analyse 
their probleas. Divekar et al.(1987) claiaed that the use of 
seai rigorous aethod deaands auch aeaory and coaputational 
tiae, and therefore they used their short-cut aodel in their 
analYSiS. They solved the aaxiaua distillate proble. as an 
exaaple, and they coapared the results of their work with that 
of Murty et aL (1980), The aaxi.u. distillate proble. which 
they studied can be written as : 
.ax { J = J: Dlt) dt = J: v (R + 1) itt) 
subject to the constraint of state equations : 
dt 
dB 
-,,-- = -dt 
1 
= i + 1 
v 
B 
v 
i + 1 
( Xi. 
• 
. , 
• 
• 
xi,(O) = Xi. 
• 80 
x~ = ri. (x~ • R • N • (i"". consts ) 
and an isoperiaetric constraint of product purity 
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( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(4 ) 
I: v x· D dt (I + Ii x· = I: = X· (5 ) D V D (I + I ) dt 
Divekar .t al.. (1987). clai.ed to have reduced the 
di.ensionality of equation (3) by choosing coaponent one as a 
reference and relating any other coaponent i to the reference 
co.ponent. This can be foraulated by 
= (xi. Xi.) 
D • 
dX~ 
• 
(X· X~) 
D 8 
; Xi. = Xi. 
.0 .. (6 ) 
However, thiS arguaent to reduce the diaensionality of the 
state differential equation seeas incoaplete, because it could 
be extended to the still holdup B in equation (2), thus 
reduCing the diaensionality to one. 
dB 
B = 
dX· 
• 
(X" - X·) 
D • 
(7) 
They used their short-cut .odel for equation (4) and coabined 
the objective function J with the isoperiaetric constraint in 
equation (5) to an augaented Objective function. They did it 
by introducing a Lagrange Hultiplier. Their augaented 
objective function is 
I (i) 
- IOT (i ~ 1) ( 1 - >.. (x: - X~) ) d t (8 ) 
They solved the optiaisation of the augaented objective 
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function by introducing a Haailtonian Function as follow~, 
It was not stated whether the Haailtonian Function applies for 
all aulti-coaponent syste~or just for a binary systea in 
their exaaple. They derived the differential equations of the 
adjOint vector and then solved the two-point boundary value 
proble. uSing the Gradient Method in Function Space to iterate 
the reflux profile as follows, 
Rnev = Ro\d + & " H (9 ) 
" Rotd 
The choice of constant & is said to be iaportant, but there is 
no clue given as how to choose it. If & is too saall the 
convergence will be slow, on the other hand, if & is too high 
it will cause instability. The sign of & is also iaportant, 
because it will deteraine whether the problea is aaxiaisation 
or ainiaiaation. 
As one of their saaple probleas, they solved a binary problea 
which was already discussed by Hurty et at.(1980) who used a 
seai-rigorous aodel and coapared their results. It was sated 
that their results were in close agreeaent. They also tried 
to solve a quaternary systea, but the results seea to show an 
anoaaly. It was found that the optiaua yield for a systea 
having a lower nuaber of tray was greater than that for a 
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systea having higher nuaber of tray:. 
2.2.3 Design Problea Of Hulti-Coaponant Batch Distillation 
Publications in this area of study are still rare. The first 
coaprehensive one is perhaps due to Luyben (1971). He 
deaonstrated that batch distillation cycle tiae, or capacity, 
can be auch aore significantly affected by deSign and 
operating conditions such as tray holdup, accuaulator holdup, 
initial still charge, number of trays, and reflux ratio. He 
optiaised a binary syste. by a technique which can be extended 
to a aulti-coaponent systea. He used a seai-rigorous .odel 
with the assuaption of constant relative volatility and 
equiaolal-overflow systea for siaplification. 
A co.plete batch distillation cycle of the binary systea in 
hiS study conSists of : 
1) Start-up 
At the beginning of the start-up period. when t=O. 
Co.positions on all trays and the accuaulator holdup are 
assuaed equal to the initial charge coaposition. He stated 
that it would perhaps be aore realistic to assuae that if the 
feed were charged to the still pot, the initial coapositions 
of the trays and the accu.ulator holdup would be equal to the 
CO.position of the vapor in equilibriua with the feed. The 
coluan will not produce any rectification until the vapor 
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bOil-up has worked its way up the coluan and condensed to fora 
enough liqUid to fill the the accuaulator and the trays. 
During the period of establishing liqUid flows, the still 
would represent only one equilibriua stage. 
The coluan is run at total reflux until steady state is 
attained. He defined the eqUilibration (start-up) tiae as the 
time when the rate of change of the accuaulator holdup 
composition is less than certain tolerance. 
dt 
2) Overhead product Withdrawal 
t=t 
E 
< £ ( 1 ) 
The overhead product is withdrawn at a constant rate as 
dictated by a desired reflux ratio i. The amount of the 
overhead product collected up to tiae t is formulated as 
v dt (2) (1 + i) ! • 
The corresponding average composition of the overhead product 
With reference to the light component is 
t 
1 L dt (2 ) = P J (1 + R) 
E 
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The withdrawal of the overhead product IS carried out until 
the average coaposition drops to a specified purity. 
3) Bottoa product purification 
t=t 
pj. 
(3) 
To aake on-speCification product in the still, it Is necessary 
to continue taking aaterial froa the accu.ulator until enough 
coaponent has been re.oved. The aaterial re.oved (slop) is 
sent to a rework tankage. It is not not clear whether the 
slop is recycled in hiS treataent of the proble.. The 
aaterial in the accu.ulator is included in the slop. 
The aaount of bottoa product left is given by 
(4 ) 
And the average co.position of the bottoa product at any tiae 
during the reaoval of the light coapoDent is 
= 
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1 
P 
N+S 
z L 
n=S 
(5 ) 
The stopping criterion for the bottoa product purification is 
t=t 
.. 
4) Product re.oval and rechargiDg 
(6) 
After the botto. product purification, the coluan is cleaned 
and recharged for the next batch. There is no calculation for 
the esti.ation of the cleaning and recharging tiae. 
Apparently he did not include the cleaning and charging ti.e 
in the total cycle tiae. 
His design objective or criterion is to aaxiaise capacity 
WhiCh he defined as the total aaount of on-specification 
products produced per unit tiae. The criterion is foraulated 
as follows", 
c = 
P + P 
.. 2 
t 
F 
(6 ) 
This capacity, C, is a non-linear function of aany variables, 
aaong thea are nuaber of tray~ reflux ratio, accuaulator 
holdup, tray holdup, initial still charge, bOilup rate, 
relative volatilities and speCified purities. The calculation 
of the capacity based on the above variables are perforaed by 
-Q.l(.r~ ~ \"\0'"'-
nuaerical integration of the differentio-algebraic~ of the 
systea Which is described by his own seat-rigorous aodel. 
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The optiaisation problea of the capacity is solved by a siaple 
direct search technique. The non-linear function of aany 
variables is reduced to a function of only two variables by 
aaking others constant. The optiaua position is represented 
on the graphs in the fora of a contour-aap or a level-curve. 
He found that the optiaal capacity increases if the nuaber of 
trays increases with the corresponding decrease in the reflux 
ratio. The optiaal capacity also increases if the tray holdup 
increases with the corresponding decrease in the accuaulator 
holdup. 
Diwekar and Madhavan (1986) presented the optiaal design of 
aulti-coaponent batch distillation coluans using their own 
short-cut aodel. The objective function considered was annual 
profit expressed as annual sales value of distillate ainus 
annual cost of distillation. 
The annual cost of distillation is based on the cost function 
given by Happel (1958) WhiCh consists of aaortised costs plus 
annual running costs. The capital costs are deduced froa 
Siaplified design concepts and result in an annual cost Which 
is a function of bOil-up rate, V, nuaber of trays, N, 
operating tiae per batch, t. and charging tiae per batch, 
Annual cost = f (V, N, t, t ) c 
where the nuaber of batches per year N. is expressed as 
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t . 
c 
(7) 
I 
(24) (365) 
( t + t ) 
c 
(8 ) 
The ti.e required for cleaning, recharging and start-up are 
co.bined together in t as a constant of the systea. 
c 
They 
claiaed that their general optiaisation problea had three 
degrees of freedoa. The decision variables can be chosen as 
either the nu.ber of tra~ N, or reflux ratio, i, or the final 
i 
coaposition of the still pot, X .and the bail-up rate, V. 
at. 
They further classified the optiaisation problea into the 
problea with fixed terminal conditions and the proble. with 
free terainal conditions. 
For a proble. vith fixed terainal conditions Xi is fixed. If 
at. 
V is also fixed then the problea becoaes a Single variable 
optiaisation probleas with N or R as decision variables. They 
optiaised the annual cost in equation (7) with respect to the 
decision variable by Fibonacci search aethod. For thiS 
purpose, they defined the li.its on the value of R as follows 
R is calculated at the 
mClJ( 
1 < i S i 
initial condition Xi using ao 
liaiting value N . which is calculated at the terminal 
M\.n 
of Xi . 
at. 
(9) 
the 
value 
They treated the problea with free terainal conditions as a 
aultivariable optiaisation problea. They solved the proble. 
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by a successive opti.isation strategy, e.ploying FibonaCCi 
search technique in each stage. There was a. constraint on X" 
Bt 
given by 
o < Xi X 
... < .0 ( 10) 
The proble. with fixed ter.inal conditions shows that there is 
an opti.al R for the .axi.u. annual profit. For the proble. 
with free ter.inal condition it is found that sUb-opti.al 
position .oves according to increasing V and decreasing X ... 
• 
Luyben (1988) extended his previous study on binary syste. to 
a study on ternary syste. with slop recycle. While there are 
one slop cut and two products in a binary syste., there could 
be two slop cuts and three products for a ternary syste.. The 
first slop cut will contain aostly the light co.ponent and the 
interaediate co.ponent. The second slop cut will contain 
aostly the interaediate and the heavy co.ponent. 
In hiS particular study, the first slop cut is recycled back 
to the next still pot charge. The initial still pot charge 
consists of all fresh feed for the first batch cycle. 
Subseq uen~ ~ still pot charges to the second batch 
cycle consist of soae fresh feed and the recycled slop. The 
total .olar charge for each batch is kept constant in this 
.ode 1. 
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It was found that batch distillation para.eters were changing 
during the first several batches. It took about three batch 
cycles for a pseudo-steady-state operation to bUild up. The 
fresh feed decreased as the slop cuts approached their steady 
state values. 
For the purpose of opti.isation Luyben (1988) extended hiS 
previous capacity factor used as the perfor.ance index for 
binary systeas to ternary systeas. He assuaed a 30-ainute 
period required to e.pty and recharge the still pot, so that 
his capacity factor was foraulated as 
c = 
+ P + p 
t 
.. 
2 8 
+ O. 5 ( 11 ) 
The treataent of the optiaisation problea e.ployed the saae 
.ethodology as for the case of binary systea in his previous 
study. It was concluded that there was a function of the 
nuaber of trays. The capacity was decreased when the relative 
volatility or the nu.ber of trays was reduced. 
For future study, he proposed exaaining alternative operating 
scheaes for slop recycling, variable reflux poliCy and a Wider 
range of paraaeters such as feed coapositions and relative 
volatilities. The alternative operating scheaes or aodes of 
operation to handle slop recycle are; 
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(1) saving up a nuaber of slop cuts and dOing binary batch 
distillation on each of the slop cuts, 
(2) charging fresh feed to the still pot and feeding the slop 
cuts into the coluan to an appropriate tray and at an 
appropriate tiae during the course of the next batch, and 
(3) USing the first slop cut to fill up the reflux drua, and 
perhaps the coluan, prior to the start-up under total reflux 
condition in the next batch cycle. 
2.3 Conclusion 
Publications on the optiaal deSign and operation of 
multi-coaponent batch distillation are still rare. Luyben 
(1988) has initiated a study on optimisation of ternary systea 
With slop recycle using a seai-rigorous aodel of his own. All 
alternative aodes of operation which he suggested have not 
been reported. Future develop.ent of his study is Wide 
open. 
Current aethods of solution 
aulti-coaponent distillation are 
initial steady-state total-reflux 
for rigorous aodels 
generally confined to 
conditions. Whether 
of 
the 
the 
aethods of solution can be extended to the initial conditions 
of the start-up period as suggested by Luyben (1988) are still 
aabiguouS. 
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Previous works on the problea of optimal reflux poliCY 
deteraination aostly eaployed seai-rigorous aodels. Diwekar 
at al (1987) firstly reported the use of a short-cut aodel of 
hiS own. There are confUSing 
their aodel to the problea. 
steps in the application of 
Soae of the results seea a 
contradiction. An alternative short-cut aodel and its 
corresponding aetbod of solution are necessary to obtain a 
better result. 
Several short-cut aodels of aulti-coaponent batch distillation 
have appeared in literature. Further develop.ent of these 
short-cut aodels for the solution of opti.al reflux poliCy 
deteraination provides a new field of study. 
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3 Further Develop_nt of Dynaaic Models 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is ai.ed at developing dyna.ic aodels of 
aulti-coaponent batch distillation. The aodels have to 
satisfy certain conditions in order to extend the optimisation 
study suggested by Luyben (1988). The condition de.ands that 
the aodels have to be more rigorous, so that a start-up period 
before the steady state total reflux condition is achieved and 
a complete heat balance of the system can be taken into 
account. 
Assuaptions are made in order to achieve a satisfactory .odel 
and to have a better gUide in the course of derivation of the 
.odel. As a result of thiS, .odels with varying degrees of 
rigor can be developed based on the assumptions of alternative 
laws governing certain processes. 
Two .ethods of solution are discussed for the purpose of 
comparison and validation of the models, namely the backward 
derivative technique and the analytical derivative technique. 
The backward derivative technique whiCh was employed by 
Distefano (1968a) and was confirmed experimentally by Stewart 
et al. (1973) normally starts the solution fro. the 
steady-state total reflux condition. Whether the backward 
derivative technique can be extended to start the solution 
from the beginning of a start-up period can be demonstrated at 
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once. The analytical derivative technique is specially 
developed to solve thiS proble. of start-up period. 
3.2 Priaary ASSu.ptions 
3.2.1 Configuration of the syste. 
The distillation systea which will be analysed is basically 
the same as that of Guy (1983). It consists of a reboiler, a 
nuaber of trays with aultiple-feeds and side-product strea.s, 
a condenser, and an accumulator. The top product and the 
reflux are withdrawn from the accumulator. They are divided 
by a reflux regulator. 
Multiple-feed and side-product streams are provided for at 
every stage to .aintain the generality of the models for any 
type of simulation and optimisation purposes. The 
Side-product streams can be liquid strea.s or or vapor streaas 
or both. While the feeds are assumed to be liqUids. 
3.2.2 Simplification. 
In order to avoid the excessively complicated .ethods of 
solution required by the .ost rigorous models, some relaxation 
of rigour is desirable. Three simplifications which do not 
compromise the accuracy too much are : 
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1) Constant pressure 
the coluan are During distillation process the pressures in 
assuaed constant With respect to tiae. The pressure 
With respect to the stage nuaber can be either a flat 
profile 
profile 
or a linear profile with a constant pressure drop over each 
stage. 
2) Negligible vapor holdups 
The vapor holdup in each stage is relatively 
With the corresponding liqUid holdup, being 
small compared 
less than one 
percent of the total holdup. Therefore, vapour holdups can be 
neglected for practical purposes. 
3) Perfect aixing 
The liqUid holdup in each stage is assumed to be perfectly 
mixed, i.e there are no teaperature or concentration 
differences within the liqUid holdups. The temperature of the 
eqUipment items holding the liqUid in each stage is assumed 
the same as the liqUid temperature. 
3.3 Derivation Of The Models 
The baSiC laws which control a distillation process are the 
laws of vapor-liqUid eqUilibria and the conservation of mass, 
heat and moaentum. Since the assumption of constant pressure 
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has been made in each stage, the law of conservation of 
aoaentua will not be discussed in detail. 
3.3.1 Hass Balances 
First of all, it is assuaed that there are no cheaical 
reactions involved during the process, so that the .as~ 
balances can be perforaed in molar units. The vapor and 
liqUid flow are assuaed to have been initially established 
",""o..ru-' c...\ 
during the period of start-up preparation. Hass balances of 
the systea can be foraulated in term of both overall balances 
and co.ponent balances as follows. 
1) Haterial balance in the condenser-accumulator subsystea 
The input to the condenser-accumulator subsystem consists 
of vapor flow leaVing stage number 1, V , and a POSSible feed 
i. 
flow injected to the accumulator, Fo) while the output 
coaprises the liqUid flow of reflux, L , the liqUid distillate 
o 
flow, Dto ' and the vapor flow drawn out froa the accumulator, 
D Since the vapor holdup in each stage has been assuaed to 
vO 
negligible, then the rate of 
the rate of change of the 
accuaulation coaprises only 
liqUid holdup, H , 
o. 
in the 
accuaulator. As a result if thiS, the overall balance of 
the systea can be expressed by 
dH 
o 
dt = F o + V 1 
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L 
o 
- D - D Lo vO 
( 1 ) 
The co.ponent aaterial balance in the condenser accuaulator 
subsystea can be derived by the saae way. ThiS can be easily 
done by aultiplying each of the flow teras and the liquid 
holdup in equation (1) by its corresponding aole fraction. 
dH Xi. 
o 0 = Fi.X i. + Vi.yi. _ (L + D ) Xi. _ D Vi. d t 0 FO t t 0 lo 0 lo 0 
2) Material balance in stage number n subsystea 
(2) 
In stage nuaber n subsystea, the ~ input consists of the 
vapor flow leaving stage number n+l, V ,the liqUid 
n+t 
flow 
leaving stage nuaber n-l, L ,and a possible feed, F . The 
n-t n 
output coaprises the liqUid flow leaving for stage nuaber 
n+l, Ln' the vapor flow leaving for stage number n-1, Vn, and 
the flows of vapor and liquid side product streaas, D and 
vn 
D respectively The rate of change of the liqUid In' • holdup, 
H , closes the overall material balance in stage nuaber n as 
n 
dM 
n 
= F + V 
n n+t 
+ L 
n-t 
- V - L 
n n 
- D - D Vn In (3 ) dt 
The coaponent aaterial balance in stage nuaber n is found by 
.ultiplying all of the flow teras and aolar holdup with their 
correspond1ns aole fractions, so that 
dH X\. 
n n 
dt 
= F Xi. +V Vi. +L Xi. -(L +D )Xl.-(V +D )Vl. 
n Fn n+l n+1 n-l n-l n In n n VT\ n 
(4 ) 
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3) Material balances ·in the reboi ler subsystea 
The inputs to the reboiler subsystea are the liqUid flow 
leaving stage nuaber N, LN , and a possible feed floUt F • N 
While the output consists of the vapor flow leaving for stage 
nuaber Nt VN+~t the vapor Side-product flow, DVN+~' and the 
liqUid Side-product flow, D . IN+~ The rate of aaterial 
accuaulation coaprises only the rate of change of the liquid 
holdup, H • The overall aaterial balance of the 
N+~ 
subsystea is given by 
dH 
N+~ 
dt = F + L - V -D -D N+t. N N+t. IN+! vN+t 
rebo i ler 
(5) 
Siailarly, by aultiplying all of the flow teras and the liqUid 
holdup tera in equation (5) with their corresponding aole 
fractions, the component balance of the rebo i ler 
subsystea results: 
dH Xi 
N+ t N+t (6 ) 
dt 
3.3.2 Heat Balances 
Before applying the prinCiple of conservation for the heat 
balance of the systea, it is necessary to introduce several 
teras of heat flows involved in the process. First of all, 
the heat flow associated with the vapor and the liquid 
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carrying thea are represented by the products of the vapor 
flow and the liquid flow with their corresponding .olar heat 
contents or enthalpies, Hand h respectively. The rate of 
n n 
heat loss in each stage are represented by Q. The rate of 
n 
heat accu.ulation in each stage co.prises the rate of change 
of the enthalpy and the sensible heat of the liquid holdup and 
the equip.ent iteas holding it, H h + C (T -T ). 
nn Pn nit 
1) Heat balance in the condenser-accu.ulator subsystea 
The heat input to the condenser-accuaulator subsyste. consists 
of the enthalpy flow of the vapor leaving fro. stage number 1, 
V H , and the enthalpy flow of a possible feed introduced to , , 
the accu.ulator, FohFoJ Whereas the heat output co.prises the 
enthalpy flow of the vapor, D H, and the total 
vO 0 
liqUid, 
(L +Dl )h drawn out of the accuaulator, the flow of heat 
o 0 0, 
rejected by the coolant, Q , and heat loss to the 
c 
surroundings, Qo · lne rate of heat accu.ulation i3 the 
rate of change of the liqUid holdup enthalpy, H h , and the o 0 
sensible heat of the equip.ent containing it, C (T -T)' The PO 0 It 
heat balance the condenser-accu.ulator subsyate. can then be 
expressed by 
d [H 0 h 0 + Cpo ( To - T • ) ] 
dt 
= F h +V H - (L +D ) h -D H -Q -Q 
o FO l' 0 lo 0 vO 0 0 C 
(7 ) 
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2) Heat balance in stage nuaber n subsystea 
In stage nu.ber n subsystea, the heat input coaprises the heat 
flow associated with the vapor leaving stage nuaber n+1, 
V ",H t the I iqUid leaving stage nu.ber n-1, L h and a 
n+. n+. n-. n-&' 
possible feed. F h , .hereas, the heat output consists of 
n Fn"l 
the heat flow carried by the liqUids, (L +D )h ,and by the 
n In n 
vapor, (V +D )H, leaving the subsyste •• and the heat 
n VT\ n loss 
through the wall enclOSing the subsyste •• Q . The rate of 
n 
heat accuaulation is the rate of change of the enthalpy of the 
liqUid holdup and the senSible heat of the equip.ent ite.s in 
the subsyste., H h +C (T -T). Thus, the heat balance in the 
n n Pn n R 
subsyste. nuaber n beco.es 
d(Hnhn+Cpn(Tn-T.)) = 
dt F h +V H +L h - (V +D ) H n Fn n+ I n+l n-l n-l n vn n 
-( L +D ) h -Q 
n In n n 
3) Heat balance in the reboiler subsyste. 
(8) 
The heat input to the reboiler subsyste. consists of the heat 
flow supplied by the heating .ediua. Q and the heat flow ., 
carried by the liqUid co.ing froa stage nu.ber N , L h , N N and 
by the POSSible feed. FNhFN' While the heat output coaprises 
the rate of heat flow associated with the vapor leaVing the 
subsystea, V H N+i. N+t' the heat flow associated with 
side-product streaas, DLN+,hlNH and D H vN+t N+t. and the rate 
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of heat loss froa the wall enclosing the subsystea, Q . 
N+t 
the rate of heat accu.ulation is the rate of change of the 
enthalpy of the liqUid holdups and the sensible heat of the 
construction ite. of tbe subsyste •. Fro. thiS, the heat 
balance of the subsystea can be expressed by 
d fH h +C (T -T )) 
( 11+' "+t PN+' N+' R = Q + F h + L h - D h 
dt • N+ t FN+t N N IN+t N+t 
- (V +D ) H - Q (9) 
N+t IN+t N+t N+t 
3.3.3 Vapor-liquid Equilibria 
The equilibriua vapour co.positions in each stage, 
functions of the liqUid CO.positions, xi.. 
n' 
te.perat·ure, T , 
n 
and the stage pressure, 
the 
p • 
n 
are 
stage 
This 
relationship can be expressed with the help of an equilibriU. 
constant as follows 
( 10) 
where 
K" = K" ( T, T t P ) 
n n n n n 
( 11 ) 
Further.ore, the su.aation of vapor co.positions has to be 
equal to one, so that 
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Me 
vi. 
n 
= 1 ( 12) 
For a syste. of ideal trays, the vapor CO.position, vi. 
n' 
is 
equal to the equilibriu. vapor CO.position, yi*. While for a 
n 
syste. of non-ideal trays, the two teras of vapor CO.position 
can be related by a concept of Murphree tray effiCiency. 
vi. = 
n 
vi. + i. ( 
nH, T1n 
yi.* 
n 
_ vi. ) 
n+t 
( 13) 
The Murphree tray effiCiency, a co.pl icated function 
involving the co.plex interplay of .ass transfer and flUid 
aechanics. In this analysis the concept will not be discussed 
in detai 1. The Murphree tray effiCiency, w i I I be ~ the sa ae 
for each co.ponent and constant froa tray to tray. 
3.3.4 PhYSical Properties 
There are several i.portant phYSical properties directly 
involved in the analYSiS, a.ong the. are the liqUid aolar 
volu.e, p , the vapor enthalpy, H , and the liqUid enthalpy, 
n n 
h. All of these. are functions of co.position , teaperature 
n 
and pressure which can be expressed in general fora as follow 
n 
=H(-Y+ 
n n' 
T , P ) 
n n 
( 14) H 
h =h(T T, p) 
n n n' n n 
( 15) 
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= r> (r, T , P ) 
n n n n ( 16) 
The heat capacities of the equipaent in contact with the 
liquid holdup in each stage, Care assuaed independent of Pn 
teaperature. 
3.3.5 Heat transfer 
The rate of heat loss, Q, in each stage can be foraulated by 
n 
uSing a siaple driving force Which is a teaperature difference 
between the 1 iqUid holdup and the surroundings, (T -T ). The 
n a 
overall heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer area 
can be regarded as a coabined constant, (UA). As a result of 
n 
thiS, the rate of heat loss can then be expressed by 
Q = (U A) (T - Ta) 
n n n 
( 17) 
It is assuaed that the rate of heat supplied by the heating 
aediua in the reboiler, Q and the rate of heat rejected by ., 
the condenser, Q , can be controlled to follow the course of 
c 
the desired operating condition of the process. The control 
systeas governing thiS Will not discussed in thiS analYSiS. 
3.3.6 Holdup Dynaaics 
There are three kinds of holdup in the systea. naaely the 
reboiler holdup. 
accuaulator holdup, 
"N+.' the tray holdups. " , n and the 
" . o During a nor.al operation. the 
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reboiler holdup decreases with tiae unless there is enough 
feed supply to restore it. ThiS dynaaical behaviour is 
li.ited predoainantly by the aaterial and beat balance in the 
rebol1er subsystea. Whereas the dynaaical behaviour of the 
tray ~oldups is not only liaited by their aaterial and heat 
balance but also by the aoaentua balance which involves the 
co.plicated tray flUid dyna.ics. However, soae siaplification 
of the tray dynaaic concept can be aade to ease the solution 
of the model. In thiS analYSiS the accuaulator holdup is 
assuaed to have the sa.e dynaaical liaitation as the the tray 
holdups. 
The dynaaic behaviour of the tray and the accuaulator holdups 
can be described by one of the follOWing four .odels which 
have been variously eaployed by Meadows (1963), Distefano 
(1968a), Luyben (1911), Franks (1912), Guy (1983), and 
Srivastava (1981): 
1) Constant .olar holdup .odel 
In thiS .odel, the .olar holdup in each tray and in the 
accumulator is assuaed constant. ThiS model can be expressed 
in differential fora as 
dH 
n 
= 0 (18) dt 
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2) Constant volu.e holdup aodel 
The volu.e holdup which can be expressed by the .Ultipltcatton 
of the .olar holdup and its .olar volu.e t H ~ in each nTn' tray 
and the accuaulator is assuaed constant. In a differential 
fora, the foraulation is 
dH 'P 
n n 
dt = 0 (19) 
3) Hydraulic ti.e constant .odel 
In thiS .odel, the liqUid holdup is proportional to the liquid 
flow leaving the subsystea. The relationship can be expressed 
in differential fora by using the hydraulic ti.e constant, 
dH 
dt 
n 
= T 
n 
4) Siaplified tray dynaaic .odel 
dL 
n 
dt 
T • 
n 
(20) 
Here, the liquid voluae holdup, G
n
, is related to the liqUid 
flow, L , the cross sectional area of the coluan, A., the weir 
n 
height, L , and the weir constant. W ; 
v c 
+ W L2/8 ) G = A ( L n _ v c n 
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(21) 
3.4 Integration Of The Dynaaic Hodel 
The above aodels of aulti coaponent batch distillations are 
each a coaplicated systea of differentio-algebraic equation, 
(D.A.E. systea), which coaprises : differential equations of 
the overall aaterial balances, the coaponent balances, and the 
heat balances, non-linear algebraic equations of the 
vapor-liquid equilibria, and soae explicit foraulations of the 
physical properties of the systea. The solution of these 
D.A.E. systeas reqUires a well-planned algoritha before they 
can be translated into robust coaputer routines. Alternative 
techniques for deViSing such an algoritha are the following. 
3.4.1 Backward Derivative Technique 
The backward derivative technique is based on the idea that 
certain derivatives in a D.A.E. systea Which do not vary very 
auch with tiae can be substituted by their approxiaate back 
ward derivatives of a lower order. As a result of thiS soae 
of differential equations in the D.A.E. systea are reduced 
into ordinary algebraiC equations. ThiS technique has been 
e.ployed by Distefano (1968a) followed by Franks (1972), 
Stewart et al.. (1973), and Boston et al.. (1980). 
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3.4.1.1 For.ulation of the backward derivative approxiaations 
In the above D.A.E. systeas of aulti-coaponent batch 
distillation, the derivatives which can be substituted by 
approxtaation are all of the stage teaperatures, T , 
n 
the 
liqUid enthalpies, h t and the liquid .olar holdups, ", 
n n 
except the reboiler holdup, " 
N+i The approxiaate derivatives 
can be calculated froa the current values at ti.e t and the 
previously stored values at time to of the differential 
variables. The calculation can be carried out by USing the 
following foraulae. 
dH 
n 
dt 
dT 
n 
dt 
dh 
n 
dt 
~ 6" = ~ n 
~ 6 T = l n 
~ 6 h = 
t n 
H (t) - H (t ) 
n n 0 
t - to (22) 
T (t) - T (t ) 
n n 0 
t - to (23) 
h (t) - h (t ) 
n n 0 
t - t (24) 
o 
3.4.1.2 Modified differential equations of the D.A.E. systea 
of By USing the above approxiaate derivatives the arrangeaent 
the D.A.E. system can be modified. The number of differential 
equation~ is reduced. The reaaining differential equations 
comprise aainly the differential equations of the liqUid .ole 
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fractions, X" 
n' 
and the rebOiler holdup, B • 
N+! 
The .odified 
syste. of differential equations can be derived by rearranging 
the differential equations of the overall .aterial balance and 
the co.ponent balances, equations (1) to (6). 
dX" 
o 
dt 
dt 
dX 
= 
N+! 
dt 
= 
1 
K 
1 
B 
o 
n 
H 
{ F (X - Xi) + V (y"- X") o FO 0 !! 0 D (yi - Xoi) } (25a) vO 0 
{ F (X" Xi) + V (yi n Fn n n+~ n+! 
+ L (X" - Xi) - (V + D )(yi_ Xn"') } (25b) n-' n-! n n vn n 
{ F (Xi. - Xi. ) + L (X"- Xi. ) N+! FN+! N+' N N N+! 
1 
N+! 
- (V + D ) ( Y i. - X" )} (25c) 
N+! vN+! N+ ~ N+~ 
dB 
N+! 
dt = F + L - V -D -D N+! N N+j IN+i vN+j 
(25d) 
The above syste. of differential equatioDs can be solved 
nuaerically provided all the liquid .olar holdups, the liqUid 
flows, the vapor flows, and the vapor co.position can be 
calculated siaultaneously at any ti.e. 
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3.4.1.3 Difference equations for the vapor and the liquid flow 
In practice, the feed flows and the flows of side-product 
strea.s are all defined according to certain operating 
policies, like the reflux ratio, so that they can have fixed 
values or they can be related to the vapor and the liqUid 
flows. Therefore, the syste. of equations, (25), has only two 
profiles which have not been deterained, naaely the vapor 
flows and the liqUid flows. 
The vapor and the liqUid flows can be calculated 
Si.ultaneously through a siaple systea of difference equations 
which can be derived by the concept of the backward derivative 
technique. First of all, all of the L.H.S. of the heat 
balance equations, equation (7) to equation (9) , are 
Si.plifted into their individual derivatives. Then the 
derivatives of the teaperatures and the the liqUid enthalpies 
are substituted by their corresponding approxiaatioDs, while 
the derivativ~of the liquid holdups are retained for the next 
substitutions. ThiS results in the following interaediate 
equations. 
d [H 0 h 0 + Cpo ( To - T R ) ] 
dt 
d [H n h n + C Pn ( Tn - T • ) ] 
dt 
= h o 
= h 
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n 
dH 
o 
+ H 6 h + C 6 .. T o l 0 PO 0 (26) dt 
dH 
n 
+H6h +c 6T 
n l n Pn l n 
(27) dt 
• 
d (H h + C ( T - T.)] 
N+t N+t PH+t N+t _ = 
dt b N+t 
dH 
H+t 
dt + H 6 h N+t l H+t 
+ C 6 T (28) 
PH+' l H+t 
The next step is to equate equation (7), equation (8), and 
equation (S) with equations (26), equation (27), and equation 
(28) respectively. Following thiS, the derivatives of the 
liqUid holdups of the resulting equations are each substituted 
by the.i.H.S of the corresponding overall aaterial balance 
equations, equations (1), (3), and (5) respectively. This 
results in the following subsystea of difference equations. 
F (b - h) + V (H- h) - D (H - h) - H 6h 
o YO 0 :t:t 0 VO 0 0 0 1 0 
F (h - h ) + V (H - h ) + L (h - h ) n Fn n n+ t n+ t n n-t n-t n 
(V+D )(H-h)-H6h-C 6T-Q=O 
n vn n n n 1 n Pn 1 n n 
(2Sb) 
F (h h) 
N+ t FN+t N+:t 
(V + D )(H - h ) 
N+t VN+t N+S N+S 
C 6 T 
PH+" 1 N+ 1 
(2Sc) 
ThiS subsystea of difference equation, equation (29) is not 
yet co.plete because both the vapour flows and the liqUid 
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flows profiles are still present in the L.H.S. of the 
equation. Further.ore, there appear other quantities involved 
in the equation. na.ely the stage te.peratures. the vapor 
enthalpies, the liquid enthalpies, the liqUid .olar holdups, 
and the heat flows. However, these quantities are independent 
of both the vapor and the liqUid flows, and therefore they can 
be calculated in advance through separate routines. 
There are four alternative .ethods available to co.plete the 
above equation (25) associated with the four alternative 
.odels of the holdup dyna.ics which have been preViously 
discussed. 
1) USing the constant .olar holdup .odel 
In this .odel, the derivative of the liqUid .olar holdup is 
equal to zero according to equation (18). 
stages, except for the reboiler holdup. 
It applies to all 
The application of 
thiS .odel to the overall .aterial balance equations, equation 
(1) and (3), will give the folloWing equations 
F 
o 
+ V 
t 
L 
o 
F + V + L 
n n+t n-t 
V - L 
n n 
2) Using the constant volu.e holdup .odel 
= 0 
D - D - 0 Vn tn 
(30a) 
(30b) 
By contrast, the derivative of the liquid .olar holdups in 
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this .odel are not equal to zero but are equated ~o their 
backward derivative approxi.ations. As a result of thiS the 
overall .aterial balance equations can be transforaed into the 
following equations. 
(31&) 
F +V +L -V-L -D D 6"-0 
n n+S n-S n n Vn - In - t. t. - (31b) 
3) USing the hydraulic ti.e constant .odel 
Here, ~he liquid flow profile constitutes another subsyste. of 
differential equa~ions which has to be solved siaultaneously 
With the .odified systea of deferential equations, equation 
(25), in the previous diScussion. This strategy .akes the 
above subsystea of difference equation~J equation (30) , 
co.plete in itself. Whereas the constituent of the .odified 
differential equation is added with the overall .aterial 
balance equations, equations (1) and (3), and the differential 
equations of the liqUid flows. The latter can be derived 
directly by substituting the L.H.S. of equation (20) With the 
R.H.S. of the corresponding overall .aterial balance equation. 
dL 
o 
dt = 
+ V 
n+S 
F 
o 
+ L 
n-j 
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+ V 
S 
- L 
o 
- V - L 
n n 
(32a) 
(32b) 
• 
4) USing the Si.plified tray dynaaic aodel 
In thiS case~ the liqUid flow profile can be calculated by 
solving the equation of the Si.plified tray dyna.ic aodel~ 
equat 10n (21). 
G - L A 
n ", • 
A W (33) 
• e 
Since the liqUid .olar holdups are not constant~ the 
constituent of the .odified differential equation of the 
D.A.E. syste. is added by the overall aaterial balance 
equations (1) and (2). 
3.4.1.4 Bubble-point calculation 
As has been stated above, the subsyste. of difference 
equations (29), is co.plete if the te.perature profiles~ the 
liqUid enthalpies, the vapor co.positions, the vapor 
enthalpies and the liqUid .olar volu.es are known. These 
unknowns can be solved successively beginning froa the 
calculation of the temperature profiles. 
The te.perature profile can be calculated by solVing the 
algebraic equation of vapor liqUid equilibria~ equation (12)~ 
known as the bubble-point calculation. The aethod of solution 
adopted in thiS analysis is the Newton-Raphson aethod which 
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can be explained in general as follows. 
Flr3t of all, the above equation (12) is reforaulated as a 
funct ion of T . 
n 
He 
En(Tn' x~ ) = L K~( X~, Tn)X~ - 1 = 0 (34) 
i= 
The te.perature Tn can then be calculated iteratively by Using 
the follOWing foraula. 
T = T 
n nev n old (35) 
3.4.1.5 Algorith.s of the backward derivative technique 
For the purpose of perfor.ing the integration of the above 
.odified syste. of differential equation by a nuaerical 
integrator routine, certain subroutines to calculate the 
R.H.S. of the systea of differential equations are needed. 
The follOWing are several exaaples of such algorithas which 
can be used as a gUide to construct the required subroutines. 
The algorithas are based on the assuaed operating poliCy where 
the overhead vapor flow, v , 
.. 
is held constant and the 
Side-product streaas and the possible feed streaas are 
specified. 
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1) Algorith. for the constant .olar holdup aodel 
Step 1 
Perfora the bubble-point calculation ,using equations (34) and 
(35) to deteraine the teaperature profile, T, based on the 
n 
current value of the liqUid coaposition profile, X~, at ti.e t 
n 
and the constant pressure profile, p. The iteration can start 
n 
froa either the previously stored value of T or a certain 
n 
fixed value. 
Step 2 
Calculate the vapor coaposition profile, uSing equatiOns 
(10) and (13). The calculation can be perforaed easily if it 
starts froa the botto. to the top. 
Step 3 
Calculate the vapor enthalpies H and the liqUid enthalpies, 
n 
h , by uSing equation (14) and equation (15) respectively. 
n 
Step 4 
Calculate the backward derivatives, 6 1Tn and 6 h , 1 n 
by using 
equation (23) and (24) respectively. The calculations are 
each based on the current values at time t and the previously 
stored values at tiae t . o 
Step 5 
Calculate the heat loss profile, Q
n
, by USing equation (17). 
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Step 6 
Calculate the liquid flow, Lo ' and the condenser heat flow, 
Qc' based on the specified overhead vapor flow, Vj. This can 
be perfor.ed by uSing equation (29a) and equation (30a). 
Step 7 
Calculate the vapor flov profile, V ,and the liqUid 
n+j flow 
profile, L
n
_ j , starting froa stage nu.ber 1 to stage nu.ber N. 
This can be done by uSing equation (29b) for V and 
n+' 
(30b) for L successively for each stage. 
n 
Step 8 
equation 
Calculate the heat flow supplied to the reboiler, Q., uSing 
equat ion (29c). 
Step 9 
Calculate the R.H.S of the aodified syste. of differential 
equations uSing equation (25a) to (25d). 
2) Algorith. for the constant volu.e holdup .odel 
Step 1 and 2 
The sa.e as the constant .olar holdup .odel. 
Step 3 
Calculate the vapor enthalpies, H , the liqUid enthalpies, h , 
n n 
and the liqUid .olar volu.e, P
n
, by USing equation ( 14) , 
equation (15), and equation (16) respectively. Then calculate 
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the liquid .olar holdup profile, H , based on the calculated 
n 
liqUid .olar volu.e. 
Step 4 
Calculate the backward derivatives, 6" , 6T, 
t. n t. n 
USing equation (22), equation (23), and 
and 6 h , 
t. n 
equation 
by 
(24) 
respectively. The calculation are each based on the current 
values at ti.e t and the previously stored value at ti.e t . 
o 
Step 5 
The sa.e as the constant .olar holdup model. 
Step 6 
Calculate the liqUid flow, L , and the condenser heat flow, 
o 
Qc' based on the constant overhead vapor flow, V~. Th is can 
be perlor.ed by USing equation (29a) and equation (3ta). 
Step 7 
Calculate the vapor flow profile, V ,and the liqUid 
n+1 
flow 
profile L starting froa stage nuaber t to stage nu.ber N. 
n 
This can be done by using equation (29b) for V
n
+1 and equation 
(3tb) for L succeSSively for each stage. 
n 
Step 8 and 9 
The saae as the constant aalar holdup aodel. 
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3) Algoritha for the hydraulic tiae constant aodel 
Step 1 to 5 
The saae as the constant aolar holdup aodel. 
Step 6 
Calculate the condenser heat flow Q based on the constant 
c 
overhead vapor f low V • 
.. 
ThiS can be perforaed by USing 
equation (29a). 
Step 7 
Calculate the vapor flow profile, V , by USing 
n+" 
equation 
(29b) froa stage nuaber 1 to stage nu.ber N. 
Stell 8 
The saae as the constant aolar holdup aodel. 
Step 9 
Calculate the R.H.S. of the aodified systea of differential 
equations USing equations (1), (3), (5), (25a) to (25d), and 
(32a) to (32b). 
4) Algoritha for the si.plifted tray dynaaic .odel 
Step 1 and 2 
The saae as the constant .olar holdup aodel. 
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Step 3 
Calculate the vapor enthalpies, Hn' the liquid enthalpies, hn' 
and the liquid .olar volu.e, 9
n
, by uSing equation ( 14) , 
equation (15), and equation (16) respectively. Then calculate 
the liquid .olar holdup profile, H , based on the calcUlated 
n 
Step 4 and 5 
The saae as the constant aolar holdup .odel. 
Step 6 
Calculate the liqUid flov, L , and the condenser heat flow, 
o 
Q , based on the constant overhead vapor flow, V . 
C 1 This can 
be perforaed by USing equation (29a) and equation (33). 
Step 7 
Calculate the vapor flow profile, V ,and the liqUid 
n+j. flow 
profile, L , starting froa stage nuaber 1 to stage nuaber N. 
n 
This can be done by USing equation (29b) for V
n
+
1 
and equation 
(33) for L successively for each stage. 
n 
Step 8 
The saae as the constant aolar holdup .odel. 
Step 9 
Calculate the i.H.S. of the .odified syste. of differential 
equations USing equations (1), (3), (5), and (25a) to (25d)' 
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3.4.2 Analytical Derivative Technique 
Froa the above discussion of the backward derivative 
technique, it is clear that the coaputational tiae is affected 
by the calculation of the teaperature profile whose trajectory 
with tiae is related by the iaplicit equation of the 
vapor-liquid equilibria. The backward derivative technique 
solves the iaplicit equation by the Newton-Raphson technique 
whiCh is an iterative aethod and therefore deaands several 
function evaluations. 
The analytical derivative technique developed here adopts 
another way of relating the trajectory of the teaperature 
profile With tiae, naaely transfor.ing the iaplicit equation 
of the vapor-liquid equilibria into its differential fora. 
ThiS technique aakes the calculation of the trajectory of the 
teaperature profile less iterative than the backward 
derivative technique at the cost of calculating several 
analytical derivatives. 
3.4.2.1 Differential equation of the vapor-liqUid eqUilibria 
The iaplicit equation of the vapor-liqUid eqUilibria as 
foraulated by equation (34) can be transfor.ed into its 
differential equation. ThiS can be done by treating the 
R.H.S. of the equation as a function of the teaperature, T , 
n 
and the co.position, X~, which is pOSSible due to the above 
n 
prtaary assuaption of the constant pressure profile. 
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E =E(T,T)=o 
n n n n 
(36) 
Since both the te.perature and the CO.position profiles change 
with ti.e, then equation (36) can be differentiated to give 
the desired differential equation. 
dE iJ E dT 
n n n 
dt = II T crt 
n 
iJ E 
n 
iJ X\. 
n 
dX" 
n 
= 0 (37) dt 
3.4.2.2 For.ulation of several analytical derivatives 
The above differential equation of the vapor-liquid 
equilibria, equation (37), prOVides a basic for.ulation of 
relating the analytical derivative of the te.perature profile 
with the derivatives of the co.position profile. The basic 
for.ulation can be derived by introducing the te.perature 
T\. gradient in the co.position space, 
xn 
[ iJ iJ 
T" = xn 
" 
E 
n 
Xi 
n 
E 
n [ {J T 
n 
so that equation (37) can be .odified to 
relationship. 
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] 
(38) 
] 
fora the following 
dT 
n 
He 
= L T" xn (39) dt 
i.=t 
Equation (39) can in turn help to foraulate the analytical 
derivatives of the liqUid enthalpy and the liqUid aolar 
voluae. The priaary assuaption of the constant pressure 
profile also aakes it posSible to treat both the liquid 
enthalpy and the liquid aolar voluae each as a function of the 
teaperature T , and the CO.position, Xi. so that they can be 
n nt 
differentiated thus: 
dh iI h dT iI h dXi 
n n n 
crt 
n n (40) dt = II T dt 
n i. =t 
lip 
n 
dT 
n 
crt II l' iI Xi. 
n 
dt (41) 
n 
i. =t 
By substituting equation (39) to equations (40) and (41), the 
analytical derivatives of the liquid enthalpy and the liqUid 
aolar voluae can be expressed in a fora siailar to equation 
(39) . 
dh 
n 
He 
= L h~ xn dt (42) dt 
i =1 
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dp 
n 
Ne 
=L dX" n dt dt (43) 
~=j 
where the gradients of the liquid enthalpy, and the 
liqUid .olar voluae, in the CO.position space are given 
respectively by 
iJ h iJ h 
n 
= 
n (44) 
iJ Xi. iJ T 
n n 
iJp 
n + Ti. 
xn 
iJp 
n (45) 
II Xi. iJ T 
n n 
3.4.2.3 Modified differential equation of the D.A.E. syatea 
For the analytical derivative technique, the constituen~ of 
the .odified differential equation of the D.A.E. systea 
basically consist of :the overall aaterial balance equations 
(1), (3), (5); the differential equations of the liqUid 
co.positions, (25a) to (25c); and the differential equation of 
the te.perature profile. For the sake of clarification, the 
aodified differential equation can be shown as follows 
dH 
o 
<it - F o + V • 
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- L 
o 
(46a) 
= 
1 
dt = H 
= 
1 
H 
n 
{ F (X o FO o 
dT 
o 
dt 
Ne 
=L 
dH 
n 
= F + V + L 
n n+~ n-£ dt 
dX\. 
o 
dt 
v - L 
n n 
{ F (Xi. - Xi.) + V (yi. n Fn n n+S n+S 
+ L (Xi. - Xi.) 
n-j. n-S n 
dT dX" 
n n 
dt dt 
dH 
D ( yi. - Xo\.) } (46b) 
vO 0 
(46c) 
(46d) 
(46f) 
N+£ 
dt = F + L - V -D -D N+S N N+£ LN+S vN+S 
(46g) 
1 
" 
{ 
F (Xi. - Xi. ) + L (Xi. - Xi. ) 
N+I FN+£ N+S N N N+j. 
N+S 
- (V + D ) ( Y \. - X\') } (46h) 
N+£ vN+' N+ j. N+j. 
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dT 
N+i 
dt 
NC 
=2: 
i.=i 
T~ 
xN+i 
dX'" 
N+i 
dt (46i) 
5iaiiar to the case of the aodified differential equation for 
the backward derivative technique, there are three profiles 
which have to be available siaultaneously at any tiae in order 
to solve equation (46) nuaerically. Those profiles are the 
vapor flows, the liquid flows, and the vapor coapositions. 
3.4.2.4 Difference equations of the vapor and the liquid flows 
To derive the difference equations of the vapor and the liqUid 
flows, all of the L.H.S. of the heat balance equations, (7) to 
(9), are differentiated into their individual derivatives as 
in the backward derivative technique. However, the 
derivatives of the teaperatures and the liqUid enthalples are 
then substituted by their corresponding analytical derivative 
foraulas instead of their backward derivative approxiaations. 
The results of thiS treat.ent are 
d (HOh o + C (T -T ») NC Cpo dXi. 2:( hi. Ti- l 0 PO 0 • H + = tr dt dt 0 xO xO 0 i.=' 
dH 
h 0 (47) + dt 0 
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d(Hnhn+ Cpn(Tn-T.») 
dt 
h\. 
>en 
d (H h + C ( T - T.») 
H+l H+l PH+t N+l _ = h 
dt H+l 
+ H 
H+' 
HC L( 
c 
+ Pn T~ ) 
--a- >en 
n 
+ h 
dH 
N+t 
dt 
dX" 
n 
dt 
dH 
n 
n (48) dt 
(49) 
Following this, the desired difference equations can be 
established by substituting equations (1), (7), (25a) into 
equation (47), equations (3), (8), (25b) into equation (48), 
equations (5), (9), (25c) into equation (49). 
For the condenser-accuaulator subsystea the difference 
equations are 
where 
a = h FO 
aF + bV - cD - Q - Q = 0 I , vo 0 C 
h 
o 
HC 
L 
i. =s 
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C 
PO 
H 
o 
Ti. ) ( Xi. _ Xi.) 
xO FO 0 
(50a) 
(50b) 
b = H 
.. 
c = H o 
h 
o 
h 
o 
Ne 
L 
Ne 
L (hi. + xo 
C PO 
H 
o 
CpO 
"0 
Ti. ) (yi - Xl.) 
xO .. C 
(SOc) 
(SOd) 
The difference equations for the tray nuaber n subsystea are 
as follows 
where 
aV 
n ..... 
a = H 
n ..... 
b = H 
c 
d = H Fn 
H 
n 
n-.. 
h 
n 
b( V + D ) + cL + elF - Q = 0 
n vn ~1 n n 
(50e) 
h 
n 
Ne 
L C Pn " n (50f) i.=1 
h 
n 
Ne 
L (hi. + xn C Pn " n (508) 
h 
n 
Ne 
L (h\. + xn C Pn " n T" ) (xi. xn n-1 (SOh) i. =1 
Ne 
L C Pn H n T" )(X\. >en Fn Xi) n (501) 
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And for the difference equations for the rebOiler subsystea 
are as follows 
where 
aP 
H+1 + bLH - C ( V H+1 + D VH+1) + QN+1 - Q. = 0 
a = h - h 
"H+1 N+1 
b = h - h N+S N+1 
c = H - h 
N+t H+S 
He 
'(hi. + L xN+1 
i. =s 
He 
'(hi. + L xN+1 
i. =s 
Ne 
'(hi. + L xN+1 
i. =t 
C 
C 
PH+1 
" N+1 
PN+t Ti. ) (Xi. 
H xH+1 N 
N+1 
C 
PN+1 T i. ) ( y i. 
" xN+1 N+1 H+1 
Xi.) 
N+S 
Xi.) 
N+1 
Xi.) 
N+t 
(50J) 
(50k) 
(501) 
(50.) 
Si.ilar to the case of the backward derivative technique, 
there are four aethods to co.plete the above equation (50). 
1) USing the,constant .olar holdup .odel 
In this .odel, the L.H.S. of the overall aaterial balance 
equations, (46a) and (46d), are equal to zero, so that they 
can be taken out fro. the .odified systea of differential 
equation, equations (46). By equating the i.H.S. of equations 
(46a) and (46d) to zero, there result two corresponding 
subsysteas of difference equation necessary for co.pleting the 
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above equations (50). These subsyste.~ of difference equation 
are the sa.e as the above equations (30a) and (30b). 
2) USing the constant volu.e holdup .odel 
First of all, the above equation of constant volu.e holdup 
.odel, equation (19), is .odified by transfor.ing into its 
indiVidual derivatives. The derivative of the liquid .olar 
voluaes, 9, is then substituted by the i.H.S. of equation 
n 
(43). This treat.ent applies for the condenser-accuaulator 
subsyste. and the tray nuaber n subsyste. so that 
dXi. 
i. C 
"xo dt = 0 (S1a) 
d" 
+ "n dt 
n 
= 0 (51b) 
The next step is to substitute the overall .aterial balance 
equations, (46a) and (46d), and the the .odified co.ponent 
balance equations, (46b) and (46e), into equations (S1a) and 
(Stb) respectively. 
Por the condenser-accu.ulator subsyste., thiS 'treat.ent 
results in the follOWing equations 
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where 
aV + bF - cD - L - D = 0 
t. 0 vO 0 to 
HC 
a = 1 + L 
i.=1 
HC 
b = 1 + L 
i. = t. 
HC 
C = 1 + I. 
i. = t. 
( v" 
1 
(xi. Xi.) 
FO 0 
(vi. _ Xi.) 
o 0 
And for the tray nuaber n subsystea. the equations are 
where 
aV 
n+1 + bL n-t. 
a 
cF 
n 
= 1 
- d(V 
n 
HC 
... L 
i. = t. 
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i. 
P
xn 
P
n 
(Vi. 
n+t. 
( X" 
n-t. 
-
Xi.) 
n 
Xi.) 
n 
(52a) 
(52b) 
(52c) 
(52d) 
(52e) 
(52f) 
(528) 
(xi. 
Fn (52h) 
\'=t. 
( yi. 
n 
(521) 
3) USing the hydraulic tiae constant aodel 
The treata~nt for uSing the hydraulic tiae constant is the 
saae as the case of the backward derivative technique where 
the liquid flows profile is expressed by another systea of 
differential equation. The latter has been for.ulated by the 
above equations (32a) and (32b). 
4) USing the si.plified tray dyna.ic .odel 
S'ailar to the case of the backward derivative technique, the 
liquid flow profile can be directly calculated froa equation 
(33). However, this case applies if the available tray 
dynaaic aodel, like the above equation (21), can be explicitly 
inverted. For the case where the expliCit inversion is 
iapossible, it is reco •• ended to transfor.ed the tray dyna.ic 
.odel into its differential equations. The follOWing 
treat.ent is .ade by assuaing the tray dynaaic .odel, equation 
(21), as an i.plicit equation in L . 
n 
First of all, equation (21) is differentiated with respect to 
ti.e into its indiVidual derivatives of the liqUid .olar 
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holdup, Hn, the liqUid .olar volu.e, p , and the liquid flow, 
n 
Ln· The derivative of the liquid flow can the be explicitly 
isolated as follows. 
For the condenser-accu.ulator subsyste. 
dL 
o 
dt = 
1/3 
1.5L V 
o 0 
A II 
• c 
and for the tray nu.ber n subsyste. 
1/3 
dL 1.5L V 
n n n 
dt = A II 
• c 
dp 
o 
dt 
dp 
n 
dt 
+ P o 
dH 
dt 
dH 
+ Pn dt 
o } (53a) 
n } (53b) 
Following thiS, the individual derivatives of the liquid .olar 
holdups and the liqUid .olar volu.e are eli.inated by 
substituting equations (43), (46a), (46b) into equation (53a) 
and equations (43), (46d), (46e) into equation (53b). After 
rearranging the equations, there results 
for.ulae. 
For the condenser-accuaulator subsystea 
dL 
o 
dt 
1/a 
1. 5L 
o 
A II 
• c 
V 
o 
+ bF 
o 
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- cD 
vO - L o 
the following 
- D } lo (54a) 
where a, b, and c have the saae foraulation as the above 
equations (S2b), (52c), and (52d) respectively. And for the 
tray nuaber n subsystea 
a/a 
dL 
n 
1.5L V 
n n 
dt = A W 
• c 
{ av + bL + cF n+a n-1 n 
- d(V + D )-L - D } 
n vn n vn 
(54b) 
where at b, c, and d have the sa.e foraulation as the above 
equations (52f), (52g), (52h), and (52i) respectively. 
3.4.2.5 Algorith •• of The Analytical Derivative Technique 
The following algorith.s are based on the saae operating 
poliCy as for the backward derivative technique previously 
discussed, where the overhead vapor flow, V, is held constant 
1 
and any Side-product strea.s and the possible feed streaas are 
speCified. 
1) Algoritha for the constant .olar holdup aodel 
Step 1 
Calculate the vapor co.position profile, using equations 
(10) and (13), The calculation can be perfor.ed eaSily if it 
works froa the bottoa to the top. 
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Step 2 
Calculate the vapor enthalpies, Hn' and the liquid enthalpies, 
h n • uSing equation (14) and equation (IS) respectively. 
Step 3 
Calculate the gradients in coaposition space of the 
~ 
teaperature profiles, T • and the liquid enthalpy profile, 
xn 
uSing equations (38) and (44) respectively. 
Step 4 
Calculate the heat loss profile, Q , us!ng equation (17). 
n 
Step S 
Calculate the liqUid flow, L , and the condenser heat flow, 
o 
Q , based on the specified overhead vapor flow, V. ThiS can 
c 1 
be perforaed by using equations (3Oa) and (50a) to (50d). 
Step 6 
Calculate the vapor flow profile, V ,and the liqUid 
n+1 flow 
profile, L ,starting froa stage number 1. ThiS can be done n-. 
by uSing equations (SOe) to (50i) for Vn+tand equation (30b) 
for L succeSSively for each stage. 
n 
Step 1 
Calculate the heat flow supplied to the reboiler, Q
a
, uSing 
equations (SOj) to (50.). 
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Step 8 
Calculate the i.H.S of the aodifted systea of differential 
equat ions us ing equat ions (46b), (46c), (46e) , (46f) , (46h) 
and (461). 
2) Algoritha for the constant voluae holdup aodel 
Step 1 and 2 
The saae as the constant .olar holdup .odel. 
Step 3 
Calculate the gradients in composition space of the 
teaperature profiles, T~ , the liqUid enthalpy profile, hi 
xn xn' 
" and the liqUid aolar voluae, f> , using equations (38) (44) Kn 
and (4S) respectively. 
Step 4 
Calculate the heat loss profile, Q , using equation (17). 
n 
Step S 
Calculate the liquid flou, L , and the condenser heat flow, 
o 
Qc' based on the specified overhead vapor flow, Vi· ThiS can 
be perfor.ed by using equations (SOa) to (SOd) and (52a) to 
(S2d) . 
Step 6 
Calculate the vapor flow profile, V ,and the liqUid 
n+' 
flow 
profile, L , starting froa stage nuaber 1. ThiS can be done 
n-f 
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by uSing equations (50e) to (50i) for V and equations 
n+1 
to (52i) for L successively for each stage. 
n 
Step 7 
The sa.e as the constant .olar holdup .odel. 
Step 8 
(52e) 
Calculate the R.H.S. of the .odified syste. of differential 
equation, uSing equations (46a) to (46i). 
3) Algorith. for the hydrauli~ ti.e constant aodel 
Step 1 to 4 
The sa.e as the constant molar holdup .odel. 
Step 5 
Calculate the condenser heat flow, Q , based on the specified 
c 
overhead vapor flow, V , by USing equations (50a) to (50d). 
1 
Step 6 
Calculate the vapor flow profile, V 
n+i' 
by using equations 
(50e) to (50i) froa stage nu.ber 1 to stage nuaber N. 
Step 7 
The sa.e as the constant molar holdup model. 
Step 8 
Calculate the R.H.S of the modified systea of differential 
80 
equations uSing equations (32a), (32b) and (46a) to (46i >. 
4) Algoritha for the si.plified tray dyna.ic .odel 
Step 1 and 2 
The sa.e as the constant .olar holdup model. 
Step.3 
Calculate the gradients in co.position space of the 
te.perature profiles, T" , the liqUid enthalpy profile, h", 
xn xn 
and the liquid molar voluae, using equations (38) (44) 
and (45) respectively. 
Step 4 
Calculate the heat loss profile, Q t by uaing equation (17). 
n 
Step 5 
Calculate the condenser heat flow, Q t based on the speCified 
c 
overhead vapor flow, V, by using equations (50a) to (50d). 
1 
Step 6 
Calculate the vapor flow profile, V
n
+., by using equations 
(50e) to (50i) froa stage nuaber 1 to stage nuaber N. 
Step 7 
The saae as the constant aolar holdup model. 
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Step 8 
Calculate the i.H.S. of the aodified syste. of differential 
equations, uSing equations (46a) to (46i), (54a) and (54b). 
The last two equations (54a) and (54b) involve the calculation 
of coefficients a, b, C t and d which use equations (52f), 
(52g), (52h), and (52i) respectively. 
3.5 Results and discussion 
3.5.1 Co.parison of results obtained by the two techniques 
For the purpose of validating the proposed analytical 
derivative technique and the pOSSibility of extending the 
backward derivative technique to siaulate a start-up process, 
~ a case study with the constant voluae holdup.odel is treated 
uSing the two techniques. The start-up procedure adopted is 
the one proposed by Luyben (1971), where the equilibriu. 
Co.position in all the trays, the reboi ler, and the 
accu.ulator holdup are initially the sa.e. 
Iaportant aspects to be examined are: 
1) Start-up proble. with the backward derivative techniques 
The integration of the constant voluae holdup .odel with the 
Luybents (1971) start-up procedure treated by the analytical 
derivative technique presents no difficulty in the 
iaple.entation of its algorith., ~hereas the treat.ent of the 
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• Detai.l. of the le.l data are 9i.ven \.n Append\.x 2a and 
detail. i.n Append\.x 2b. 
column 
integration by the backward derivative technique poses an 
a.biguous proble. in its algorith.. This proble. arises in 
initialising the apprOXimate derivatives as foraulated by 
equations (22) to (24). In the previous study by Distefano 
(1968a), thiS problem does not appear because all the 
approxi.ate derivatives are inberently zero due to the nature 
of their solutions which start fro a the steady state total 
reflux conditions. for a problem with a general 
start-up POliCY, which does not start frOa the steady state 
total reflux conditions, the apprOXimate derivatives are 
finite. There is no method available to estimate the initial 
values of the approxiaate derivatives. 
In this study. the initial values of the approxiaate 
derivatives are all initialised to zero. There is no reason 
for not choosing other initial values. It is believed that 
convergence to steady-state total reflux conditions Will be 
achieved regardless of the different chOice of the initial 
values. The only possible differences are the start-up tiaes 
to achieve the steady-state total reflux conditions. 
However, the results of integration by both techniques as 
shown by Figure 1 reveal that steady-state ~otal reflux 
conditions. indicated by the co.position of the first 
component, achieved by the two techniques occur al.ost exactly 
at the same tiae and the saae values. Slight differences of 
the two curves appear only at the first few time steps froa 
the initial start-up. These differences are however not very 
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iaportant for practical purposes. 
2) The validity of the analytical derivative technique 
The treatment of the constant voluae aodel uSing the backward 
derivative technique by Distefano (1968a) was adopted by 
Stewart (1973) who confiraed the results by experiaentation. 
Although their treataent only started froa the 
total reflux conditions, it is reasonable to use 
from the backward derivative technique to 
steady state 
the results 
validate the 
analytical derivative technique, at least after the 
steady-state total reflux condition has been attained. 
Figure 2 shows that the results of integrations by the two 
techniques agree well for the whole operation. Therefore, the 
analytical derivative technique can be said to be undoubtedly 
satisfied. 
3) The computation tiaes 
The integrations of the constant volume holdup .odel by the 
two techniques were carried out using the same computer. It 
was found that the coaputation times for the two techniques 
were approxiaately the saae. ThiS fact probably can be 
explained by the trade off between eliminating the solution of 
the non-linear bubble pOint equations in the backward 
derivative technique and calculating the gradients and 
coefficients in the analytical derivative techniques. 
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3.5.2 The influence of holdup .odels 
First of all, let the constant .olar holdup .odel, the 
constant volu.e holdup .odel, the hydraulic tiae constant 
model and the Si.plified tray dynamic aodel be aodel 1, aodel 
2, model 3 and model 4 respecti~ely. In the topping period, 
Figure 3 shows that after the start-up period there are two 
groups of curves representing the compositions of the 
co.ponent calculated by the four models. The first 
represents the compositions of models 1 and 2. 
particular tiae, the composition of model 1 is slightly 
than that of model 2 differs by less than 2 X. The 
first 
group 
At a 
lower 
second 
group represents the compOSitions of aodels 3 and 4 which are 
apprOXimately 7% lower than those of the first group. The 
compOSition of model 3 is slightly lower than that of aodel 4. 
Figure 4 shows that in the start-up period .odels 3 and 4 
approach steady state more rapidly than models 1 and 2. Close 
to the end of start-up period, the two groups converge and 
spread into another two groups in Figure 4. The new first 
group represents model 1 and model 3 and the second group 
represents model 2 and model 4. The compOSitions of the new 
first group are slightly higher than those of the new second 
groups, being less than 0.1 % at the end of the start-up 
period. The start-up tiaes of the new first group are 
slightly lower than those of the new second group. 
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3.5.3 Variable flow versus updated flow integration 
There is a teaptation to iaprove the coaputation tiae by 
letting the liquid flow and the vapor flow be constant during 
each tiae step and be updated at the end of the tiae step 
after the integration for the next time step. ThiS aethod 
will be called the updated flow integration in order to 
distinguish it from the normal method which will be called the 
variable flow integration. 
The results of integration reveal that the updated flow 
integration can improve the coaputation tiae by a factor of 
three. However, Figures 5 and 6 show that the results of the 
integrations are very different. In the start-up period, as 
shown by Figure 5, the results of the updated flow integration 
i~~ 
show~a severe instability coapared with the variable flow 
integration. The compOSitions and the corresponding start-up 
tiaes of the two aethods do not agree well. This can not 
be accepted for practical purpos~. Figure 6 shows the results 
of integration by the two aethods in the topping period. In 
the beginning, the result of the updated flow integration is 
lower than that of the variable flow integration. Then both 
curves cross each other at certain time. Therefore, it is 
clear the two results of integration are not compatible in any 
respect. 
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3.6 Conclusion 
Soae iaportant conclusions Which can be drawn fro a the above 
discussions of aulti-coaponent batch distillation aodelling 
are: 
1) rigorous models of .ulti-coaponent batch distillation WhiCh 
include heat balances and the Luyben's (1971) start-up 
procedure have been analysed, 
2) the proposed analytical derivative technique has 
successfully solved the integration of the rigorous models, 
3) the backward derivative technique can be extended to solve 
the integration of the rigorous aodels by initialiSing all the 
apprOXimate derivatives to zero, 
4) the performance of the analytical derivative technique and 
the backward derivative techniques are comparable, 
5) the updated flow integration can i.prove the computation 
time but leads to gross inaccuracies. 
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4.Op~iadsa~ion of Ternary Syste. wi~h Recycle Slop 
4.1 Introduction 
ThiS chapter is devoted to studying the optiaisation of a 
ternary systea with recycle slop. In this study, a ternary 
systea is defined as a system WhiCh has only three components, 
na.ely the light component, the aedium component, and the 
heavy component. The definition might not sound realistic in 
practice, because it neglects the presence of possible minor 
i.purities. However, it will avoid distracting discussions 
due to variOUs alternative treat.ents of the impurities 
Ideally, there are three products which can be produced fro. 
the charge of a ternary syste.. Each product contains mainly 
one of the three components. However, unless required 
purities are very low, it is inevitable for a single batch 
cycle of a ternary distillation that at least one slop will be 
produced as well as the desired products. ThiS slop can be 
separated 
products. 
further to produce additions to 
The capability of a single batch still 
various products is an interesting aspect to 
the desired 
be 
ThiS leads to the idea of recycling the slop to 
to produce 
analysed. 
the batch 
still at various times. As a result of this, there exists a 
series of successive batch processes resembling a continuous 
process. There are many possible ways of recycling the slop. 
Therefore, the choice of a single batch still to achieve the 
desired products leads to the creation of alternative pseudo 
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Continuous flowsheets, which Will be ca lIed .odes of 
operation. 
In this analysis, the CO.position of a charge which Will be 
fractionated is assuaed to be .ore or less equal proportions 
.~ 
of the constituents. It is assumed there is constant 
availability of the charge with the same composition and at 
the same price level. The three products are each valuable if 
they satisfy the speCified product purities. The demand is 
assumed unlimited, so that there is an impetus to produce 
continuously the three main products. 
Optimisation is ai.ed at achieVing a aaxiaum profit Which is 
gained from the sales of the three products minus the 
operating cost and the charge or raw material costs. The 
operating cost is assumed to be predominantly the heating and 
the cooling costs. The profit, Which is the objective 
function of the maximisation, is computed only With difficulty 
as it is function of a large number of variables. In this 
study the constant molar holdup model of batch distillation 
already discussed in the last chapter is used to relate some 
of the constraint equations of the state variables. The .ode 
of operation is treated as an integer deCision variable. The 
main poliCy which Will be discussed is the optimum reflux 
ratiO for each mode of operation . 
• See Appendi.x 2 for details. 
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4.2 Siaulation of a simple ternary distillation 
A siaple batch-cycle of ternary distillation coaprises the 
start-up period, the first product topping period, the first 
slopping period, the second product period, the second 
slopping or the third product period, and the cleaning or 
charging period. For the purpose of analysing the behaviour 
of the system in each period, a simulation USing the constant 
molar holdup .odel is carried out to provide data for the 
illustration. 
4.2.1 Preparation for Luyben's start-up procedure 
Luyben's (1971) start-up procedure begins with the assumption 
of initial conditions where the compositions and the flow 
profiles have been already established. The compositions in 
all subsystem are the same and the ~e.peratures are at the 
equiltbrium bOiling pOint condition. The flow profiles are at 
the total reflux condition. ThiS theoretical initial 
condition can be used for practical purposes. 
way of dOing it is by preheating the charge to 
pOint in the reboiler and followed by pumping 
One possible 
its bOiling 
some of the 
charge to the reflux accumulator so that all the accumulator 
holdup and the tray holdups can be filled with liqUid of the 
same compoSition and temperature. At the same time the 
condenser is turned on to condense the vapor arising from the 
reboiler, and hence the start-up begins. 
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It is i.possible to calculate exactly how much ti.e and energy 
are required to prepare the Luyben's start-up period due to 
many uncertainities involved, particularly if the cleaning and 
charging process is done manually. The easiest way to deal 
with the preparation time is to assign it a constant value 
based on experience. 
The energy used to preheat the charge can be easily calculated 
provided the temperature of the charge is given, while the 
mechanical energy for cleaning and charging can be set to a 
constant value. 
4.2.2 Stopping criterion for the start-up period 
During the start-up period at the total reflux condition all 
~ the compOSition profiles, X t the flow profiles, V and L t 
n n n 
and the temperature profile, T , 
n 
are aoving asyaptotically 
toward a steady-state total reflux conditions. In order to 
monitor the course of the process, it is necessary to choose 
one variable as indicator. There are many possible candidates 
which can be proposed. In this study, the compOSition x~ c 
chosen as the indicator variable. This choice 
is 
is 
implementable in practice if there is a rapid compOSition 
analyser available. 
Theoretically, the steady-state total reflux condition Will be 
achieved at indefinite time, but there is no compelling 
reason to end the start-up process at any particular time, 
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prOVided the desired first product purity has been reached. 
However, if the the first product purity is far lower than the 
theoretical steady-state value, there will be a redundant 
period of separation process and a danger of topping poor 
product CO.position. One way of dealing with thts problem is 
by letting the start-up time vary and be lower bounded by the 
ainimum value where the first product purity has been 
achieved. 
The other way adopted in this study is to approXimate the 
steady-state total reflux condition to some practical degree 
of accuracy. i Theoretically, the derivative of X with respect 
o 
to time is zero at the steady state-total reflux condition. 
In practice, this condition can be approxiaated by comparing 
the last two results of the co.posttion analyser. The 
decision can be made by setting a tolerance as the criterion. 
In the computer siaulation, thiS criterion can be implemented 
straightforwardly by comparing the last two values of xi. at o 
every integration step. ThiS aethod demands a saaller tiae 
step for accuracy, but it can be done in one integration 
process. Matheaatically, the stopping criterion for the 
start-up process can be expressed by 
x' (t ) 
o 0 
x' (t - 6t) < £; 
o 0 
( 1 ) 
Heat consuaption by the reboliler and the heat rejected by the 
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condenser during the start-up period can 
respectively by 
Q dt 
• 
Q dt 
c 
4.2.3 Stopping criterion for the first product 
be expressed 
(2 ) 
(3 ) 
Depending upon the composition of the charge and the nuaber of 
stages of the coluan, the steady state composition of the 
light component at the end of the start-up period can be 
either less than or greater than the specified first product 
purity. If the steady state composition of the light 
co.ponent is less than the specified first product purity, no 
first product can be withdrawn froa the column. The process 
Y',r-ft" 
can be continued directly to the seeond slopping step. 
Otherwise, the process enters the beginning of the first 
topping period. Liquid is withdrawn continuously from the 
accuaulator holdup and is separated into two parts, naaely the 
first product and the reflux. The reflux is returned to the 
coluan, while the first product is directed into the first 
product container. 
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In thiS study, the overhead vapor flou, v , , is assu.ed 
constant and overhead ' product is withdrawn fro. the 
accu.ulator. The amount of the reflux flow divided by the 
over head product flow is called the reflux ratio, i, which is 
a control variable. The reflux ratio can be .ade constant or 
variable with respect to time during the topping or slopping 
process. 
The amount of the first produc~, P , , collected 
during the topping period can be expressed by 
p. = J:' --=R=-V-:---::l- dt 
o 
at any time 
(4 ) 
While the amount of heating and cooling required are given 
respectively by 
Q dt 
B 
Q dt 
c 
(5) 
(6 ) 
The cu.ulative co.position of the light co.ponent in the first 
product container can be expressed by 
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= 
1 
P 
i 
R + 1 dt (7 ) 
Since the first topping period begins froa the steady state 
total reflux condition, it is expected that the CO.position of 
the light coaponent in the accu.ulator as shown by Figure 1 is 
gradually dropping and so is the cumulative co.position of the 
light co.ponent in the first product container. 
The first topping period has to be stopped when the cumulative 
CO.position of the light co.ponent drops to the specified 
first product purity. In practice, thiS criterion will be 
difficult to iaple.ent unless a continuous report froa the 
coaposition analyser is available and integrated. The salle 
proble. appears in the computer simulation, because this 
criterion will involve a one dimensional direct search 
technique which demands several evaluations of a function 
which can only be evaluated at significant cost in co.putation 
effort. 
To overcoae thiS problem, a similar technique to the case of 
the stopping criterion for the start-up period is adopted. 
Here, the cu.ulative compOSition of the light component is 
exaained at every integration step. The decision is .ade when 
the cu.ulative compOSition appears to be lower than or equal 
to the the specified first product purity. ThiS criterion can 
be stated symbolically by 
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18 
Xp1 (t ) , , X* p, 
4.2.4 Stopping criterion for the first slop 
(8 ) 
At the end of the first topping period, there is nor.ally a 
considerable a.ount of the light co.ponent in the accu.ulator, 
whereas the Co.position of the .ediua co.ponent in the vapor 
reaching the condenser is still lower than the specified 
second product purity. Therefore, it is necessary to purge 
the undesired part of the product which is called the first 
slop to the first slop container. 
The a.ount of the first slop collected during the first 
slopping period and its cumulative co.position 
expressed respectively by 
xi. 
= S1 
s. = I:2 -R-V-+--1-1-
1 
dt 
1 
S 
1 
V Xi. 
, 0 
---..R"...-+-..... l- d t 
can be 
(9 ) 
( 10) 
And the a.ount of heating and cooling required are given 
respectively by 
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Q dt 
• 
Q dt 
c 
( 11 ) 
( 12) 
As shown by Figure 1, it is expected that during the first 
topping period, the CO.position of the light coaponent in the 
accuaulator is reduced and the corresponding coaposition of 
the aediu. co.ponent increases until it finally reaches its 
.axiaua value. A siailar problea to the stopping criterion of 
the start-up period arises, naaely when the first slopping 
process should be ended. For the sake of consistency, the 
stopping criterion for the first slop can handled by a siailar 
technique. The co.position o~ the mediua co.ponent in the 
accuaulator IS exa.ined at the end of each integration step. 
The deCision can be aade when the co.position of the .ediua 
coaponent starts to drop. 
s ya bo lie a I I y by 
X2 (t ) 
o 2 
ThiS criterion can be stated 
X2( t - 6t) 
o 2 
( 13) 
4.2.5 Stopping criterion of the second product 
After the first slopping period ends, the coaposition of the 
aediua coaponent in the accuaulator has to be exaained to see 
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whether it is lower or higher than the specified second 
product purity. If it appears to be lower, there will be no 
second product which .ust be withdrawn froa the coluan and the 
process can be continued to the next step. However if it 
turns out to be greater, the process enters the second topping 
period. 
The aaount of the second product collected in the second 
product container and the corresponding composition of the 
aediua co.ponent can be expressed respectively by 
dt (9 ) 
1 I:' dt ( 10) = R + 1 
z 
And the a.ount of heating and cooling are given respectively 
by 
Q dt 
B 
Q dt 
c 
( 11 ) 
( 12) 
The stopping criterion of the second product can be derived in 
a si.iIar fashion to the first product; 
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Xp2 (t ) 
2 a 
4.2.6 Stopping criterion for the second slopping 
( 13) 
Whether a second slop is necessary depends on whether the 
specified- third purity has already been achieved at the end of 
the second product period. In this study, the third product 
is taken by combining all holdups in the coluan. The a.ount 
of the third product and the corresponding co.position of the 
heavy component can be expressed respectively by 
N+t 
Pa = L H ( 14) 
" 
n=O 
N+t 
1 L ( 15) = p a 
n=O 
During the process, the cu.ulative co.position of the heavy 
co.ponent as expressed by equation ( 15) is gradually 
increased. To detect the end of the second topping period, it 
is necessary to exa.ine whether the specified third product 
purity has been achieved. 
stated by 
The stopping criterion can be 
x· (t ) 
PH 9 
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• X 
PH 
( 18) 
If the specified third product purity bas been achieved at the 
end of the second product period, there will be no second 
slop, and the process can enter the cleaning and recharging 
step. If it has not been achieved, the process enters the 
second slopping period. 
The a.ount of the second slop and its cumulative CO.positions 
in the second slop container are expressed respectively by 
xi. 
sz = 
1 
s 
z 
dt 
V X\. 
~ 0 
---=R::--+--:-1- d t 
( 17) 
( 18) 
The a.ount of heating and cooling required during the se~ond· 
slopping period can be expressed respectively by 
Q dt 
• 
Q .dt 
c 
( 19) 
(20) 
d t i eriod the stopping criterion During the secon opp ng p , 
expressed by equation (16) above, is applied 
each integration step, giving 
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at the end of 
(l6a) 
ThiS theoretical criterion is easily applied in the co.puter 
siaulation but it is difficult to iaple.ent in practice unless 
there is acc~ss to all coapositions of the liquid holdups 
during the process or an accurate overall material balance has 
been carried out. 
4.2.7 Pseudo continuous representation 
For the sake clariftcation, it is proposed to illustrate the 
above operation steps of a siaple ternary distillation as a 
paeudo continuous operation. Each operation step can be 
represented by a box with arrows of input and output streaas. 
The input streaas should be nuabered corresponding ~ the 
operation step assigned to the box. 
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Figure 2 Siaple Ternary Systea 
A : Cleaning and charging / preparation. 
B · Staort-up. 
· 
C · First topping. • 
D · First slopping. 
· 
E · Second topping. 
· 
F : Second slopping. 
a 
S 
2 
Figure 2 shows a pseudo continuous flow sheet which representS 
the pseudo continuous operation of the above siaple ternary 
distillation. 
4.2.8 Typical results of a siaple ternary distillatio~ 
TYPical results fro. the siaulation of a siaple ternary 
distillation are as follow. 
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1 ) Material balance 
Initial Charge to the Rebo i ler · F = 505. kao I 
· 
Initial Charge CO.position · X~ = 0~40 
· F 
X
2 
= 0.35 F 
X
B 
= 0.25 F 
First Product Collected t P = i 194. k.ol 
First Product CO.position X· = 0.950 Pi 
X2 
= 5.003587E-02 Pt 
X
B 
= 6. 147970E-05 p~ 
First Slop Collected S = t 112. kaol 
First Slop Co.position · X~ = 0.159 · SI 
X2 
5t = 
0.835 
XB 
5t = 
5.-595531E-03 
Second Product Collected · P = 45. k.ol 
· 2 
Second Product Co.position Xi P2 = 3. 32990E-03 
X2 
P2 = 0.950 
X
a 
P2 = 4.676~E-02 
Second Slop Collected S = 2 41. kaol 
Second Slop CO.position Xi 82 = 1. 734089E-04 
X2 
= 0.610 52 
xa = 0.390 S2 
Third Product Collected · P = 113. k.ol 
· B 
Third Product Co.position X~ = 1.898421E-06 pa 
X2 
= 4. 996258E-02 pa 
X· 
= 0.950 PB 
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2) Tiae and energy consuaption 
Cleaning and charging tiae 
· e = 10.00 ain · A 
Start-up tiae 
· e = 18. 15 ain · • First topping tiae 
· e = 87.20 ain · c 
First slopping tiae 
· e = 50.55 ain · D 
Second topping time e - 20.20 ain -I: 
Second slopping tiae 
· e = 18.45 ain · .. 
Cleaning and charging energy qBA = qCA = 
Start-up heating qBo = 1. 362389E+06 kcal 
Start-up cooling qco' = 1. 354574E+06 kcal 
First topping heating qBi = 6. 393609E+06 kcal 
First topping cooling qCi = 6. 524924E+06 kcal 
First slopping heating qBz = 4. 060 152E+06 kcal 
First slopping cooling qcz = 4.111932E+06 kcal 
Second topping heating qBa = 1. 638979E+06 kcal 
Second topping cooling qaa = 1. 659554E+06 kcal 
Second slopping heating qB. = 1. 589673E+06 kcal 
Second slopping cooling . qc. = 1.606411E+08 kcal . 
4.3. Siaulation of a ternary disti~lation with slop recycle 
The above results of a Simple ternary distillation reveal that 
there are considerable amounts of the first and second slop 
WhiCh can be reprocessed or recycled in the next batch cycle. 
Luyben (1988) suggested that there are three methods of 
treating the slops, one of which has been reported. These 
include 1) USing the first slop cut to fill up the reflux drua 
(and perhaps the coluan) prior to the start-up under total 
reflux conditions in the next batch cycle; 2) charging fresh 
feed to the still pot and feeding the slop cuts into the 
coluan at an appropriate tray and appropriate time during the 
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course of the next batch; and 3) saving up a nuaber of slop 
cuts and dOing binary batch distillations on each of the slop 
cuts, when an adequate still charge has accuaulated. 
In this study, these three methods Will be used to develop 
alternative aodes of operation for slop recycle. 
4.3.1 Development of the first method 
The first method of slop recycle is based on the idea that the 
two slops, instead of only the first slop as conSidered by 
Luyben (1988), are recycled to the column during the 
preparation for the start-up period. If the total charge to 
the column is kept constant, the new fresh charge reqUired for 
the cycle is less than the staple aethod With no slop recycle. 
The reqUired fresh charge can be expressed by 
S , S (21" ) 2 
The first aethod of slop recycle is illustrated in Figure 3. 
There are many ways of implementing this aethod. Some of 
these are treated in thiS study and can be described by the 
following aodes of operation. 
1) Hode of operation 1 
The two slops are co.bined together With the new fresh charge 
1 12 
to fill the accu.ulator, the trays and the rebOiler. The 
initial CO.positions in each holdup in the colu.n are all the 
sa.e, naaely 
= 
2) Hode of operation 2 
C eX ~ + 5 & X ~ + 52 X ~ 
Cf + S ~ + 52 
(22) 
50ae of the first slop is used to fill the accu.ulator and the 
trays, and ~he rest of it is co.bined With the fresh charge 
and the second slop to fill the reboiler. The initial 
coapositions in the accuaulator and the trays are 
(23) 
and in the reboiler 
= 
c X~ + 5 Xi. + ( H 
f f 2 2 N+t 
. 
t 
- C - S )X .. 
f 2.t (24) 
H 
N+t 
3) Mode of operation 3 
Both slops are first coabined. The combined slops are used to 
fill the accu.ulator and the trays and the rest are used to 
fill the reboiler together with the fresh charge~ The initial 
CO.positions in the the accu~lator and the trays are 
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= (25) 
and in the reboiler 
xi. 
N+t,O 
C,xl + ( H 
--y N+t (26) = H 
N+t 
P 
t P 
z p 
a 
t. z :I I cS ~ B ~ C E 
S 
t. 
2 
Figure 3 The first aethod of slop recycle 
A Cleaning and charging / preparation. 
B Start-up. 
C . First topping . 
-
D First slopping-
E 
-
Second topping. 
-
F . Second slopping . 
-
4.3.2 Developaent of the second aethod 
In the second aethod, either one or both slops are fed to the 
coluan at appropriate plates, at appropriate tiaes and for 
appropriate durations. Several .odes of operation resulting 
froa this idea are as follow: 
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1) Mode of operation 4 
The second slop is co.bined with the new fresh charge to fill 
the accu.ulator and the trays, any surplus gOing to the 
reboiler together with fresh charge. The first slop is fed to 
the column at an appropriate plate and appropriate ti.e and 
duration. This .ode of operation is illustrated in Figure 4. 
The required fresh charge and the rate of slop injection for 
this mode of operation are respectively 
N+1 
Cf = L Mn 
n=O 
F = 
n 
- S (27) 
2 
(28) 
The initial co.positions of each holdup are the sa.e, given by 
C X" + S Xi. 
r r 2 2 
Cf + 52 
= 
(29) 
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Figure 4 Hode of operation 4 
A · Cleaning and charging / preparat im1-;· 
· 
B · Start-up. • 
C · First topping. • 
D • First slopping. 
· 
E · Second tOPPiJrg. 
· 
F · Second slopping. 
· 
2) Hode of operation 5 
p 
z p 
a 
This mode of operation is illustrated by Figure 5. The coluan 
is filled only with the new fresh charge at the beginning of 
the new batch cycle, so that the required fresh charge is 
N+1 
Cr' = L "n (30) 
n=O 
While each slop is fed to the coluan at an appropriate plate, 
tiae, and duration. The constant rate of slop injection for 
the first slop is given by 
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and for the second slop 
Figure 5 Mode 
F = 
ni 
F = 
n2 
s j, 
S 
i 
8 
2 
t - t 
iii r 
of operation 5 
E 
A · Cleaning aDd charging I preparation. 
· 
B · Start-up. 
· 
C · First topping. 
· 
D · First slopping. 
· 
E Second topping. 
F · Second slopping. 
· 
3) Hode of operation 6 
P 
2 
(31 ) 
(32) 
p 
a 
ThiS .ode of operation is illustrated in Figure 6. The colu.n 
is filled only with the new fresh charge at the beginning of 
the new batch cycle. Both slops are co.bined together and fed 
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to the colu.n at an appropriate plate, ti.e, and duration. 
The a.ount of the co.bined slop and its co.position can be 
expressed respectively by 
s = s + S (33) 
m 1 2 
= 
S Xi. + S Xi. 
1 1 2 2 
S + S 
(34) 
1 2 
and the constant rate of injection for the co.bined slop is 
given by 
F = 
n 
118 
s 
(35) 
P 
t 
Z 
Figure 6 Hode of operation 
A : Cleaning and charging / preparation. 
B Start-up. 
C : First topping. 
D : First slopping. 
E : Second topping. 
F : Second slopping. 
4) Hode ~I operation 7· 
p 
Z P 
8 
ThiS .ode of operation is si.ilar to Hode of operation 6, 
except that the co.bined slop is distributed to several-plates 
at appropriate tiae and duration. If the co.bined slop is 
• 
plates, the constant rate - of evenly distributed to N 
injection for each chosen plate can be expressed by 
s 
F 
. n 
m (36) 
= (t - t )N 
s. f ,- • 
J J 
j = 1, Z, 3, N 
• 
n = n., nZ, n3, n 
N 
• 
1 19 
S) Hode of operation 8 
ThiS .ode of operation is a .odification of .ode of operation 
4, where the first slop is distributed to several plates at 
appropriate tiae and duration. If the first slop is 
distributed With the saae quantity to each of N 
• 
plates, the constant rate of injection can be defined by 
F = 
n 
S 
t. 
4.3.3 Develop.ent of the third method 
chosen 
(37) 
In this study, only one sode of operation is developed froa 
the third method of slop recycle. That is .ode of operation 9 
illustrated in Figure 7. There are two possible types of 
cycle which can occur in thiS .ode of operation, namely the 
long cycle and the short cycle. If the aaount of the first 
slop available is greater than the reqUired mini.ua level, the 
long cycle is executed. On the other hand, if the available 
first slop is lower than the required minimum level, the short 
cycle is executed. The required miniaua level adopted in thiS 
study is defined by 
N 
= 0.1 H + \ 
N+1 L H (38) n 
n=O 
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1) Long cycle operation 
In the long cycle, the first slop is further treated as a 
binary distillation Which conSi3~S of the preparation period, 
the start up period, and the slopping period. It is expected 
that the binary distillation will give an additional second 
product which results fro. the su •• ation of all the holdups at 
the end of the slopping period. The third slop which is 
collected during the slopping period of the binary system is 
co.bined with the second slop and the new fresh charge to 
start the new cycle. 
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The required fresh charge to begin a new cycle can be 
expressed by 
S 
2 
S 
a 
And the initial co.positions in each holdups is given by 
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(39) 
Xi 
nO = 
(40) 
The initial CO.positions of each holdup for the binary 
distillation are the saae as the co.position of the available 
first slop which is either a direct slop first froa the 
current long cycle or accuaulated first slop froa the previous 
short cycles. 
A stopping criterion for the start-up period of the binary 
distillation siailar to the previous one of the siaple ternary 
syste. can be defined as 
X~( t ) 
o 5 
(41 ) 
The aaount of heating and cooling required during the binary 
start-up period can be calculated respectively by· 
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Q dt 
• 
Q dt 
c 
(42) 
(43) 
The a.ount and the CO.position of the third slop during the 
third sloPPing period of the binary distillation can be 
expressed respectively by 
dt (44) 
xi. 
S3 = 
1 dt (45) s 
• 3 
R + 1 
At the sa.e time, the amount of the fourth product and its 
CO.position can be expressed by 
H (47) 
n 
n=O 
N+~ 
1 (48) = P 
4 
n=O 
The stopping criterion for the slopping period of the binary 
is Si.iIar to that of the second slopping period for the 
siaple ternary syste., namely. 
(49) 
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The aaount of heating and cooling during the third slopping 
period can be expressed by 
2) Short cycle operation 
Q dt 
c 
(50) 
(51 ) 
In the short cycle operation the first slop and -the second 
slop are each ~aved in their containers waiting for the 
additional first and second slop froa the next cycle. 
Therefore, the initial charge following a short cycle is 
always the saae fresh charge. And the coluan operates as a 
siaple ternary systea. 
4.3.4Siaulation results and discussions 
The siaulations of the above aodes of operation are carried 
out based on the saaebasic data as that of the pr8'ViOUS 
staple ternary systea. Therefore, the results froa each aode 
of operatton can be compared to a coaaon base pOint. 
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There are .any results from the si.ulations which can be 
reported, such as the quantities produced per cycle of the 
first product, the second product, the first slop, and the 
second slop. The graphs of each of these five quantities 
versus cycle number are shown respectively in Figures 6 to 12. 
Each Figure consists of nine graphs corresponding to the nine 
modes of operation. These nine modes represent variations of 
the three .ethods of handling the recycle slops, na.ely .odes 
of operation 1 to 3 from the first aethod, modes 4 to 8 from 
the ~econd method, and .ode 9 from the third method. Some 
features worthy of note in the results of simulation are 
1) Steady state properties 
Each of the five quantities referred to above initially 
changes with respect to cycle number and finally converges to 
a steady state value after about SiX batches. It means that, 
for relatively long term operation, the ternary batch 
distillation with slop recycle can be regarded as 
quasi-continuous operation. As a result of thiS, optimisation 
analYSiS of the ternary system with slop recycle can be 
treated in similar way to analysing a continuous operation. 
2) Variances due to modes of operation 
There exist significant differences between the five 
quantitieS resulting from the three methods of slop handling 
d the S iaple ternary distillation without slop compare to 
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recycle. Therefore, there are 
distinguish thea on the basis of 
function. 
grounds for trYing to 
an appropria~e Objective 
A.ODS the first .ethods of slop handling which are represented 
by .odes of operation 1 to 3, it appears that only relatively 
saall differences occur. However, for the second methods (4 
to 8). the differences are more pronounced. Fro. the siogle 
representative of the third method, .ode of operation 9, it 
appears that for simulations chosen here only the long cycle 
operation is executed. 
3) Accumulated slops 
It appears from Figures 11 and 12 that the a.ount of the first 
slop for each mode of operation is always greater than that 
fro a a siaple ternary syste., whereas the a.ount of the second 
slop for each aode of operation decreases. 
For aodes of operation 1 to 3, the first slop increases by a 
factor of 2 and the second slop decreases by the same factor. 
For mode of operation 4 to 8, the first slop increases by 
factor of 3 to 4 and the second slop decreases by factor of 
1.6 to 1.8. For mode of operation 9, only slight changes to 
the first and the second slop are noticed. 
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4.4 Objective function 
In this study, two types of Objective function are introduced 
for the purpose of co.parison, na.ely capacity and profit. It 
is necessary to ensure that the two Objective functions are so 
defined that they can be used to co.pare each of the 
above-mentioned modes of operation. For thiS purpose, only 
the long cycle operation of aode of operation 9 will be 
analysed together with the other eight aodes of operation. 
The definitions of the two objective functions are as follows. 
4.4.1 Capacity 
According to Luyben's (1988) definition, the capacity of a 
ternary distillation is defined by the total a.ounts of the 
three products per cycle time. For aodes of operation 1 to 8, 
the capacity can be expressed by 
p + P + P 
c -
, 2 a 
where the total cycle tiae, 
t 
cycle 
t t 
cycle 
operating time in each operation steps, 
F 
t = L 8 cycl. i. 
'-=A 
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(52) 
is the summation of 
8. t 
\. 
so that 
(53) 
For the long cycle operation of .ode of operation 9, the 
capacity is defined by 
c = 
P +p +p +p 
, 2 a .. 
t 
cycle 
(54) 
where the cycle tiae is expressed by 
I 
t = L e cycle \. (55) 
\'=A 
4.4.2 Profit 
In thiS study the profit is defined by the sale~ of the three 
products ainus the cost of the fresh charge, the cost of 
heating, and the cost of cooling per cycle ttae. 
The sales of the three products can be calculated by suaaing 
up the aultiplication of each product, p, , 
\. 
with its uni-t 
price, C ,. For aodes of operation 1 to 8, the sales can be 
p\. 
expressed by 
:I 
Cl = L p,e \. pi. (56) 
i =1 
and for aode of operation 9 
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3 
Cl = L P.c . \. p\. + P C • p2 (57) 
i.=' 
The cost of the fresh charge in each case can be calculated by 
.Ultiplying the amount of the fresh charge required, C
f
, by 
its unit price, C t so that 
pf 
(58) 
The cost of heating is calculated by multiplying the total 
amount of heat during the operation, q ,by its unit price, 
Htot 
C 
qH 
C3 = qHtot C qH 
where for modes operation 1 to 8 
• 
qHLot = qBA + L q.~ 
i.=o 
and for .ode of operation 9 
., 
qHlol = q.. + qBO + L qBi. 
\'=0 
(59) 
(60) 
( 61 ) 
The cost of cooling can be calculated in a similar fashion to 
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the cost of heating, so that. 
C4 = 
where for aodes operation 1 to 8 
• 
qClol = qCA + L qCi. 
\'=0 
and for modes of operation 9 
<5 
qClol = qCA + qco + L qCi,. 
i=o 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
Finally, the profit can be calculated with the help of the 
above expressions as 
p = Cl - C2 - C3 - C4 
t 
cycle 
4.5 Direct search with respeqt to aodes of operation 
(65) 
It is iaportant to note that the aodes of operation exaained 
in this study do not represent all POSSible aodesof operation 
which can be pOSSibly created fro. the ternary distillation 
with slop recycle. ThiS fact poses a liaitation of this 
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search where the highest or the lowest value of an objective 
function observed is not necessarily the absolute aaxiaua or 
ainiaua obtainable. 
Despite thiS liaitation, this study yields soae interesting 
inforaation about the behaviour of the capacity and the profit 
with respect to the aethod of handling slop Tecycle. Figure 
13 shows that the steady-state capacity for each of .ode of 
operation is lower than the siaple ternary system. 
other hand Figure 14 shows the steady-state profit 
On the 
of each 
mode of operation is greater than the simple ternary system. 
This contrast arises because Luyben's (1988) definition of the 
capacity does not recognise the advantage of the recycle slops 
which reduce the required fresh charge. Therefore, capacity 
is not a sUitable criterion to use for aaxiaisation problem in 
this study. 
The improvements to the profit by the aodes operation 1 to 3 t 
which represent the first method of handling slop recycle, 
after the steady-state value is achieved are approximately the 
same, namely about 37 X with respect to the siaple ternary 
system. It means that there are no significant differences in 
the length of the start-up periods which are expected to be 
different due to the three modes of operation. 
Hodes of operation 4 to 8 which represent the second aethod of 
handling recycle slops shows aore diverse improveaents to 
profits. They are respectively 62 X, 59 X, 63X, 90X, and 
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With respect to the siaple ternary systwa. Broadly, it can be 
stated that the second aethod of handling slop recycle is 
about twice as efficient as the first aethod. 
The great iaproveaent to the profit -found in this study is due 
to mode of operation 9 WhiCh represents the third method of 
handling slop recycle. The iaprovement is 146 X With 
to the siaple ternary system. The superiority of the 
method of handling slop recycle over the second 
probably arises because the third method takes shorter 
tiaes than the second method. 
respect 
third 
method 
cycle 
Note that, in Figure 14, the profits of aodes 1 to 8 each 
cOinCides at cycle nuaber 1, whereas the profit of mode 9 
separates itself. This is because, at the first cycle number, 
modes of operation 1 to 8 perform the same series of 
operational steps as the siaple ternary system which is used 
as the baSiC mode of operation for profit comparison. On the 
other hand, mode of operation 9 has to perfora additional 
operation steps to complete its first cycle. 
4.6 Direct search With respect to the reflux ratio 
The chOice of the reflux ratiO plays an important role in the 
distillation processes. For a batch distillation, the higher 
the reflux ratio the higher the product purity and the longer 
the cycle time. Therefore, there is an impetus to investigate 
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the maximisation of the profit with respect to the reflux 
ratto which represents a trade off between the improvement to 
the aaount of product per cycle and the extension of the cycle 
time. There are many ways of setting the reflux ratiO. In 
this study, the reflux ratio is set to a constant value, i, 
and the same for each operation step. 
Since the above results of siaulation suggest that each of the 
nine aodes of operation converges to quasi steady-state 
operation after about six batches, an objective function was 
defined based on the system quantities at cye"le number 7. As 
result of thiS, the cycle number can be removed from the 
analysis. The investigation of the profit with respect to the 
mode of operation and the reflux ratio can be analysed in the 
same fashion as the analysis in the previous section. 
Figure 15 shows the plots of the profit, after the 
steady-state value is approximately achieved at cycle nuaber 
7, versus the reflux ratio for the nine modes of operation. 
It is shown that for each mode of operation the steady-state 
profit indicates the existence of a aaximum value with respect 
to constant reflux ratio. 
Hodes of operation 1 to 3 show almost flat curves with the 
optiaal reflux ratio around 2.3. Hodes of operation 4 to 8 
show more diverse curves with optimal reflux ratio ranging 
froll 3.1 to 3.5. Mode of operat ion 9 also shows a rather flat 
curve with optimal reflux ratio around 2.9. 
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Froa the curves in Figure 15, it can be suraised that if the 
aaXiaua profit is to be deterained, an appropriate chOice of 
.ode of operation is aore important than an optimal chOice of 
reflux ratio. ThiS is because the aagnitude of iaproveaent 
due to the .ode of operation is auch greater than due to the 
reflux ratio. By uSing thiS rule With only nine modes of 
operation available in this study, the optimal mode of 
operation is due to mode of operation 9 with the optiaal 
reflux ratio around 2.9 which results in 152 % improvement to 
the profit With respect to the siaple ternary system, compared 
to 146% from the previous improvements due to the same mode of 
operation With an arbitrary reflux ratio of 3.5. 
4.7 The effect of the number of plates 
The effect of varying the nu.ber of plates, N, on the product 
purity is roughly eqUivalent to varying the reflux ratiO, 
namely the higher the number of plate means the the higher 
product purity_ Therefore, if the capital costs is not taken 
into account, the profit increases as the number of plates 
increases. It would be aore realistiC to incorporate an 
element of capital charges in to the objective function. This 
would reqUire an estimate of the fraction of the plant's life 
Which is spent idle and the issue is Side-stepped in thiS 
study. ThiS is satisfactory when always comparing With a base 
case. 
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The effect of varying the number of plates is illustrated by 
Figure 16 Which shows the plots of the profit for .ode of 
operation 9 versus the reflux ratio for the number of plates 9 
to 13. Figure 16 also shows that the optiaal reflux ratiO 
reduces as the number of plates increases. 
4.8 Conclu~1on 
Fro. the above study, it appears that the methods of handling 
the recycle slops suggested by Luyben (1988) result in variOUS 
degrees of improvement With respect to the simple ternary 
distillation. The profit seems to be a sUitable criterion for 
analysing the maximisation problem in thiS study. The chOice 
of mode of operation has a far more profound influence on 
economic effiCiency than the chOice of the reflux ratio. 
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5. Deriva~ion Of New Shor~-cut Model 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with derivation of a new short-cut .odel 
for aulti component batch distillation. The new short-cut 
model has the capability of approXimating the instantaneous 
composition of the liqUid in the accumulator by explicit 
expressions which can be easily solved without uSing a 
non-linear equation solver. In addition, the model requires 
minimal data, namely the number of stages, N, the reflux 
ratiO, i, the relative volatility, 
the liquid in the reboiler, x~. 
a. , 
~ 
and the composition of 
From the collection of short-cut models currently available, 
only that of Chao Kwang-Chu (1954) is an explicit model. But 
the Chao Kwang-Chu (1954) .odel requires one aore datu. than 
other models such as Diwekar and Madhavan'S (1986) model. 
This is because Chao Kwang-Chu (1954) uses the vapor liqUid 
equilibriu. constant, K., instead of the relative 
~ 
volatility, 
a., used by Diwekar and Madhavan (1986). In thiS study, the 
~ 
derivation the new short-cut aodel which refines that of Chao 
Kwang-chu is discussed fully. 
5.2 The concept of Noraalisation Factor 
The .ost explicit and easiest aethod of relating the .ole 
fractions of liquid in the accuaulator, X~, and liqUid in the 
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reboiler, X~, is by direct proportionality uSing factor Z". 
However, there are con~traints Which have to be ~atisfied. 
naaely that the calculated X~ aust be between zero and unity, 
and that the suaaation of ha~ to be unity. The 
application of a noraalisation factor is designed to satisfy 
these two con~traints. For thiS purpose, a SUitable fora of 
the new short-cut .odel is 
\. . X = D 
Factor Z~ is called the noraalisation factor. 
( 1 ) 
A further 
requireaent for equation (1) to be an ideal short-cut aodel is 
that the expression of Z~ is an explicit function of the 
nuaber of stages, N, the reflux ratiO, i, the relative 
volatilities, ad and the coaposition of the liqUid in the 
" 
reboi ler, Xi.. 
• 
the fora 
" So, each noraalisation factor Z has to be 
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of 
(2) 
5.3 Derivation of tbe nor.alisation factor foraula 
5.3.1 ASSu.ptions 
The explicit foraula of the nor.alisation factor in equation 
(2) is derived fro. the .aterlal balance equations of a 
aulti-coaponent batch distillation by USing soae 
siaplifications. The co •• on siaplifications are based on the 
following assuaptioDs : 1) negligible tray and accuaulator 
holdups, 2) constant relative volatility with respect to 
coaposition, teaperature and stage nu.ber, 3) aolar flowrates 
constant froa tray to tray and 4) no feed and Side-product 
streaas. 
In this study, the coluan is divided into stages whiCh are 
nu.bered froa the top of the coluan. The accu.ulator 1s 
nuabered zero and tbe reboiler nuabered N. 
5.3.2 Siaplified material balance equations 
Based on the above assu.ption of flat flow profiles, both the 
vapor flow, V, and the liqUid flow, L, are constant with 
respect to stage number, n. If D is the flow of distillate 
Withdrawn froa the accuaulator, the overall .aterial balance 
1n each stage except the reboiler can be expressed in teras of 
net flow equation 
v - L = D (3 ) 
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And the corresponding .aterial balance for each coaponent is 
expressed by 
v yi. - L Xi. = D Xi. 
n+~ n 0 ( 4 ) 
where X~ is the CO.position in the zero holdup accu.ulator. 
If the reflux rAtio, it is defined by 
R = L D 
equation (4) can be .odified to be 
R Xi. 
n 
+ = R + 1 
WhiCh is known as the operating line. 
5.3.3 Si.plified vapor liquid equilibria 
Xi. 
o 
i + 1 
(5) 
(6) 
The vapor liquid equilibria in each stage can be approxiaated 
by USing the assu.ption of constant relative volatility 
expressed by 
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\. 
vi. a,X 
" " (7 ) = n Ne 
~ i a,X " n i=1 
Equation (1) can be linearlsed by in~roducing an adjustable 
fac~or, 9, the reciprocal of the denoainator which will be 
discussed later. The linearised fora of ~he vapor liquid 
equilibria is expressed by 
yi. = 9 a, Xi. (8) 
n " " 
5.3.4 Generalised concept of noraalisation factor 
For the sake of easy diScussion, the short-cut aodel expressed 
by equation (1) is generalised to relate the coaposition at 
the accuaulator to that any stage n with the equations of 
aaterial balance and vapor liquid eqUilibria. The generalised 
fora 1S expressed by 
xi. 
Zi. Xi. 
n n (9) = 
0 Ne 
~ Zi. Xi n n 
\'=1 
If the denoainator of equation (9) is written as ~ t so that 
" 
Ne 
~" = ~ Z" Xi. " n ( 10) 
i =1 
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then equation (9) becoaes 
xi. = 
n 
xi. 
o 
zi. 
n 
Suaaing ao1e fraction Xi. in equation (11) to unity results 
n 
the followiDg relationship 
Ne 
L Xi. = n 
i. =1 
or 
ti'n = 
NC 
ti'n L 
i. =1 
1 
NC 
L 
i. =1 
Xi 
0 
Z'" 
xi. 
o 
zi. 
n 
n 
= 1 
( 11 ) 
in 
( 12) 
( 13) 
The substitutioD of equation (13) into equation (11) results 
in the inverted fora of equation (9), oaaely 
[ Xi. ] 0 
Xi. 
Zi. 
n 
= ( 14) 
n NC ( Xi. ) L 0 zi. 
\'=1 n 
ThiS expression relating aole fraction in stage n explicitly 
with aole fraction in stage zero can be expre3sed in another 
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way by introducing an inverse nor.alisation factor W~ as in 
n 
eq ua t ion (11) : 
wi. 
Xi ti'n n 
= = ( 15) n Xi. Zi. 
0 n 
5.3.5 Difference equation of inverse nor.alisation factor 
Coabination of the above equations (6) and (8) results in a 
difference equation in aole fraction, Xi : 
n 
9Qt. Xi. = 
~ n •• 
i xi 
n 
i + 1 
+ 
Xi. 
o 
i + 1 
( 16) 
Thi3 equation can be si.plified by introducing a .odified 
reflux ratio u defined by 
i 
u = i + 1 
SO that equation (16) beco.es 
l 9Qt.X \. n+a X
i. 
- U 
n 
i. ( l-u)X = 0 
o 
( 17) 
( 18) 
Now the inverse noraalisation factor w~, CAn be introduced by 
\. dividing equation (18) by Xo which results in a difference 
equation as follows 
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9a ,,\. - U "i. - (1 - u) = 0 
i. n+" n ( 19) 
Equation (19) can be ~olved analytically by uSing initial 
condition 
wi. = 1 
o 
The analytical solution of equation (19) is expressed by 
wi. = 
n ea. - 1 
\. 
U ]D 
ea. 
\. 
Eliainating Wi. between equation (15) and (21) give~ 
n 
'" ( ea.- u ) 
zi. n \. 
= 
n 
11[ r 1 - u + (8a.- u \. ea. \. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
It is intere~ting to note that factor'" in equation (22) i~ 
n 
1aaater1al 1D th1~ arguaent as equation (22) is only u~ed in 
conjunction with equation (9). Therefore, factor "'n in 
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equation (22) can be oaitted, so that z~ aay be written 
n 
z" 
( Sa.- u ) 
= 
\, 
n 
r 1 - u + (Sa.- lI[ u \, ea. \. 
(23) 
The particular overall noraalisation factor can now be 
found by setting stage nuaber n as N Which is the stage nuaber 
of the reboiler having liqUid coaposition X~. Therefore, the 
• 
noraallsation factor Z~ is 
z'-
( 9a.- u ) 
\. 
= 
1 - u + (Sa.- lI[ u r \, Ba. \. 
(24) 
5.3.6 The optiaal choice of the adjustable factor 
First of all, the adjustable factor, 8, in equation (24) Will 
be deterained with the relative volatility of the heaViest 
coaponent is set to unity. Since the new short-cut aodel is 
an approxiaate solution of the the seai-rigorous aodel 
described by siaultaneous difference equations (6) and (7), 
the beat values of B should give a ainiaua error with respect 
to the exact solution of the seai-rigorous aodel. 
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The exact solution of the seal-rigorous aodel for calculating 
the aole fractions Xi. given the aole fraction Xi. is difficult D • 
to perfora. On the other hand, the inverse problea for 
calculating the aole fractions Xi. given the aole fraction Xi. 
• D 
can be easily perforaed using the following recurrent for.ula 
derived froa the seai-rigorous aodel. 
Xi. 
= 
n+S 
+ X~ ] 
a, 
\. 
n = 0, S, 2, ••• N-l 
Xi. = Xi. 
o D 
(25) 
Given the values of X~, the approxtaate values of xi. D can be 
calculated by using the new short-cut .odel with a chosen 
value of 9. By using these values of X" D' the corresponding 
i. 
values of the aole fraction of the liquid In the reboiler, X , N 
can be calculated USing equation (25). If 8 is rightly chosen 
i. the values of X should be close to the given 
N 
The deviation between these two quantities is 
val ue s 0 f Xi.. 
• 
aeasured as a 
function of e by an error whiCh can be expressed by 
He 
E ( e ) = L 
i. = .. 
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100 ABS ( Xi. - Xi. ) 
• N 
(26) 
The best value of 8 can be obtained by ainiaising the error 
function given by equation (26) USing a direct search 
technique. Except for a binary systeD, the .ini.u. error is 
not zero. ThiS is because the new short-cut Dodel, like the 
other short-cut Dodels, uses only one instead of NC-l 
adjustable factor. Therefore, there is an inherent liaitation 
i of the new short-cut aodel, na.ely the calculated X can never 
D 
be exactly the saDe as that calculated by the seai-rigorous 
Dode 1. 
A aore realistic value of 8 can be obtained by USing the above 
technique of .iniaising error, if equation (25) is replaced by 
a aore rigorous aodel. An even aore realistic estiaate of 8 
can be obtained if a large set of data for fro. 
expert.ents is available representative of the type of systea 
to be aodelled. 
5.3.7 Modelling of the adjustable factor 8 
The above aethod of chOOSing opti.al values of 8 reqUires a 
one diaensional search WhiCh Will aake the new short-cut aodel 
no Dore effiCient than the other short-cut aodels. However, 
by using the above aethod, a large set of the best values of 8 
for variouS values of Xi 
.' 
Q. , 
l-
u, N, and the nuaber of 
co.ponents, Nc, can be generated. ThiS set of data can be 
used to construct a aodel for calculating 8 by using a 
SUitable regreSSion technique. 
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ConSidering equations (7) and (8), it is convenient to coabine 
X" 
.' 
by 
Q. , 
\. 
and Ne into a single quantity w which can be expressed 
1 
w = (27) He 
L Q. Xi \. • 
i. =s 
U3ing this definition, the general for.ula for approxiaating 9 
can be expressed by 
~ e = e( w, u, N, Ne, Q ) (28) 
For a particular of study, a aore speCifiC aodel for 
estiaating e aay be .ade by fixing soae of the arguaents in 
equat ion (28). In the study of optiaal reflux profile, for 
exaaple, the nuaber of plates Nt the nuaber of coaponent Nc, 
and the relative volatilities of the coaponents are fixed, so 
that e i8 only a function of u and w. An exaaple of thiS 
aode 1 is 
e = a 
o 
z z 
+ a u + a u + a w + a w + a uw s z • 4 !5 
(29) 
where a to a are coeffiCients to be deterained by a linear 
o !5 
regreSSion technique. Exaaples of the coeffiCients for 
particular Situations are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. CoeffiCients aodel 8 
" 
4 e 10 
Hc 2 4 4 
-. (2.,1.) ex (4. ,3. ,2.,1.) (4. ,3. ,2. t 1.) 
a 0.72338584 -0.01228663 -0.01535444 0 
a 0.20389613 0.37247204 0.37821291 t. 
a -0. 11503630 
z 
0.07270333 0.06896224 
a 
• 
-1.14720236 0.69873842 0.69778393 
a 1.55239881 
<6 
1.17957346 1. 18932356 
a -0.29609809 - 1 . 58343047 -1.58401045 
!5 
C.O.D. 0.9918 0.9974 0.9973 
(1) (3) 
The first coluan in Table 1 applies to a particular condition 
of a binary systea whiCh had been used in optialsation studies 
by Hurty (1980) et ala and by Diwekar (1987) et at. The 
second and the third coluan in Table 1 are particular 
conditions of a quaternary systea used by Diwekar (1987) et 
ala as an extended case of their optiaisation study. The last 
row of Table 1 shows that the coefficients of deteraination 
(C.O.D.) for the linear regressions of 8 by USing equation 
(29) are each close to unity, hence equation (29) is a good 
foraula for the specific aodel of estiaating 8 referred to 
above. 
5.4 ValidatiOn of the new short-cut aodel 
To check the validity of the new short-cut aodel, three types 
of investigation were carried out, naaely; extreae conditions. 
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coaparative 3iaulation, and coaparative opttaisation. The 
latter will be discussed in tbe next chapter. 
5.4.1 Extreae conditions 
If a batch distillation coluan is regarded as an instantaneOU3 
stripping section of a continuous distillation, there are two 
extreae conditions coaaonly considered, na.ely ainiaua nuaber 
of plates and alniaua reflux ratiO. In this study, only the 
condition of ainiaua nuaber of plates Will be discussed. 
The condition of ainiaua nuaber of plates is that the reflux 
ratio, i, is infinity or the aodified reflux ratio, u, is 
equal to unity. By USing equation (24), the noraalisation 
i. factor, Z, is found to be 
(30) 
If two key-coaponents are considered as the light key, lk, and 
the heavy key, hk, aole fractions of the key-coaponents in the 
lie hie accuaulator, X
D 
and X
D 
t can be related to the aole fractions 
llc hie 
of the key coaponents in the reboiler, X. and X.' by using 
ation (1) The ratio of t he two aole fraction is found to equ . 
be 
= [ r (31 ) 
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If N in equation (31) is called N. t and the ratio of 
m\.n 
light-key's relative volatility to heavy-key's 
volatility is called ~h' then the ainiaua nuaber of 
can be expressed by 
N 
mln = 
In G\h 
relative 
plates 
(32) 
Equations (31) and (32) are the saae as that found by Fenske 
(1932) • 
5.4.2 Coaparative siaulation 
For the purpose of coaparison, the general differential 
equations of batch distillation USing short-cut aodels, 
equations (1) to (3) in Chapter 2 Section 2.1.4 are eaployed. 
The perforaance of the new short-cut aodel is coapared to that 
of Diwekar and Madhavan's (1986) .odel Which is described by 
equations (14) to (19) iD the saae Chapter 2 Section 2.1.4. 
For the purpose of validation, it is ideal to coapare the 
perforaances of the two short-cut aodels wit that of the 
seai-rigorous .odel without holdup. ThiS is because each 
short-cut aodel is essentially an approXiaate solution of the 
seai-rigorous aodel without holdup described by the above 
equations (6) and (7) in thiS chapter. However, because the 
seai-rigorous aodel is difficult to solve, it is Wise to use 
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the ~e.i-rigorou~ aodel of Luyben (1971) described in Chapter 
2 Section 2.1.3 Which is easy to integrate. For thiS purpose, 
the tray holdups are each set &s saal1 as possible in order to 
approxiaate the sea i-rigorous aodel without holdups. 
In this ~tudy, two systeas are analysed, naaely the four-stage 
binary systea with relative volatilities (2.,1.) and the 
't)~h~ ""'\\'"~ 
ten-stage quaternary, relative 
volatilities (4.,3.,2.,1.). The coefficients of aodel e for 
both systeas are already given in Table 1, section 5.3.7. 
For the purpose of coaparison for the binary systea, the vapor 
flow is set to 110 aoles per hour and the aaount of charge is 
set to 116.1 aoles with the initial co.position equal to 
(0.5,0.5). For the quaternary syste., the vapor flow is also 
set 110 aole per hour and the a.ount of initial charge is set 
to 200 aoles with the initial coaposition equal to 
(0.25,0.25,0.25,0.25). 
The results of si.ulation for the above binary systea and 
quaternary systea are presented in Figures 1 and 2 
respectively. Froa the graphs in Figures 1 and 2, it appears 
that the perforaance of the new short-cut aodel is 
consistently closer to the seai-rigorous aodel of Luyben 
(1971) than Diwekar and Madhavan's (1986). 
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Further coaparison is .ade by calculating the a.ount of the 
first distillate collected during one hour operating tiae for 
given charge CO.positions and product purities. The vapor 
flow and the aaount of initial charges for both the binary 
ay.stea and the quaternary syste. are kept the saae as the 
previous siaulation. The results of calculations are 
presented in Table 2. 
Table 2. The aaaount of distillate 
Case No. N Nc x· DIWEKAR LUYBEN GUHAY p 
1 4 2 0.95 20.081 26.314 25.910 
2 4 2 0.93 12.300 16.289 16.415 
3 10 4 0.90 20.429 7.426 6.932 
4 8 4 0.90 24.714 0.411 1.017 
The figures of eoluan 5 in Table 2 are quoted froa the results 
reported by Diwekar (1987) et ale Proa the results shown in 
Table 2, it is seen that the perforaanee of the new short-cut 
.odel is consistently closer to that of Luyben (1971) aodel 
than is that of Diwekar and Hadhavan (1986). 
5.5 Conclusion 
An explicit short-cut aodel for estiaattng the instantaneous 
overhead coapositions of a aulti-coaponent batch still has 
been successfully derived. The aodel is shown to be capable 
of siaulating the operation of aulti-coaponent batch 
distillation with acceptable accuracy. 
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6.Op~i.a1 Reflux Profile 
S.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the application of variational 
calculu~ to obtaining an optiaal trajectory of the reflux 
ratio. The applicability of the propo~ed new short-cut aodel. 
described in the previous chapter, in solving the variational 
proble. is deaonstrated in detail. Results of the 
optialsation problea perforaed here are co.pared with those of 
Hurty et ale (1979) and Di wekar et ale (1987). 
6.2 Theory of variational .ethod for optiaal reflux profile 
6.2.1 Variational operator 
Por ease of discuSSion of the variational aethod for 
deteraination of opti.al reflux profile, it is convenient to 
introduce here soae pri.ary concepts of the variational 
operator, 6, with respect to a fUDction of tiae, X(t). The 
operation, 6X, is called the variation of X WhiCh, at a 
particular tiae t, has either zero value or an infinitesiaal 
non-zero value according to the folloWing condition. 
6X 
= {zero, if X is a stationary function or value 
non zero, if X is Don-stationary function or value 
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A fUnction X is called stationary function if it is assigned 
to a specified function of tiae. If X has a specified value 
at a particular tiae, it is said to have a stationary value at 
that particular tiae. 
The property of the variational operator is coaparable to the 
derivative operator, d/dt. A coapound operator, 6 d/dt, 
satisfies the coaautative laws. 
<5 X = d oX dt ( 1 ) 
The variation of a coapound function satisfies the saae laws 
as does the derivative operator. 
6 leX) = iJ f oX 
iJ X (2) 
Also the variation of an integral function satisfies the l' 
Hopi ta 1 laws 
6 J: fiX) dt = fIXIT))6T + J: 6X : ~ dt (3 ) 
6.2.2 Dynaaic equation of state for batch distillation 
Batch distillation dynaaics can be described by a general 
dynaaic equation of state relating the trajectory of the 
h ld Xo, and the .odified reflux ratio, u. the reboiler 0 uP. 
1 XL aulti-coaponent aole fractions in the reboi er, 
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= f i. ( XO X 1 X Z MC U, , , , ••• X ) (4 ) 
i. = O. t. Z... 0 MC 
6X" (0) = 0 
where 
f O = -(l-u)V (5) 
fi. _ (l-u)V(Xi. 
D (6 ) 
" = t. z, .. MC 
Since the new short-.odel wtll be e.ployed, Xi. in equation (6) 
D 
can be written as 
X i. X i. ( X t X Z NC D = D U, , ,o •• X ) (7) 
6.2.3 Objective function and isoperi.etric constraint 
In order to co.pare results with those of Hurty et ale (1980) 
and Diwekar et ale (1987), the Objective function used in this 
study is the a.ount of distillate which is the first product 
collected, P, during a speCified operating ti.e, T. 
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p = J: (l-uIV dt (8 ) 
Equation (8) can be written in the tora of a differential 
equation by introducing a new state function xP 
= g(u) = (l-u)V (9 ) 
If the vapor flow, V, is held constant during the speCified 
operating tiae, T, the aaount of distillate collected, P, as 
expressed by equation (8) depends only on the trajectory of 
the .odified reflux ratio, u(t). Therefore, the optiaisation 
is reqUired only with respect to the trajectory of the 
.odified reflux ratio. According to Hurty et al. (1980) and 
Di wekar et al. (1987), the type of optiaisation proble. 
involved is a aaxiaisation problea which can be stated by 
Haxiau. { P = XP(T) } 
u (t ) 
( 10) 
The purity of the first product which is indicated by the aean 
aole fraction of the first coaponent is speCified. This 
results in an isoperi.etric constraint which can be expressed 
J: (l-u I V (X~ 
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X·) dt = 0 
p 
( 11 ) 
The equal sign. =. in equation (11) is aore practical than the 
unequal sign t ~. This is because if the unequal 3ign, > 
-. is 
used. it aeans that there is always still an aaount of 
distillate Which can be further collected until the aean ao1e 
fraction the first coaponent drops to the specified value. 
Equation (11) can also be written in a fora of differential 
equation by introducing another state new function XC such 
that 
= c(u, ~ 2 Nc X, X, ... x ) = (l-u)V(X~ 
D 
6.2.4 Aus.ented Objective function and Haailtonian 
( 12) 
The aaxi.ua distillate problea expressed in equation (10) is 
subject to the dyna.ic equations of state. equations (4) and 
(9), and the isoperi.etric constraint, equation (12). These 
constraints can be reaoved by introducing an augaented 
objective function, I. ThiS is done by using a set of adjOint 
functions, qi. qP. and qC, which correspond to Xi, XP, and XC 
respectively. The aug.ented Objective tunction, I, is then 
expressed by 
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. . 
qP Cg - XP ) + qCcc - Xc) + 
Equation (13) can be Si.plified further by 
Ha.iltonian of the syste. which is defined by 
introducing 
Nc 
H qPg + C + 2: qt = q C 
\'=0 
= ( l-u IV{ qP + e C Xi. q D 
so that 
ft 
.} 0 
- X P ) - q ( 1-u) V + 
NC 2: q t ( l-u) V ( Xi. 
i=i. 
_ Xi) / XO 
D 
Me 
. 2: qi . . XC - Xt. 
i=o 
( 14) 
( 15) 
Pro. equations (4), (9), (12), and (14), it is found tha.t the 
partial derivatives of Ha.iltonian With re~pect to eacb 
adjOint function satisfy the follOWing canonical equations of 
the first kind. 
. 
- xP ( 16) 
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6.2.5 Stationary condition 
II H 
iJ q \. 
= X" 
As i.plied by equation (10), the objective function P, 
( 17) 
( 18) 
is a 
function of the trajectory u(t). ThiS means that any 
variation ou froa trajectory u(t) results in a variation 6P 
which will increase or decrease the a.ount of distillate P. A 
trajectory u(t) is called optiBal if it is so adjusted that it 
brings the a.ount of distillate P into a stationary state 
which can be .axi.u. or .ini.u.. The stationary state of P is 
achieved if the variation oP is zero. However. this condition 
is not sufficient because the constraint equations have not yet 
been taken into account. 
Since the aug.ented Objective function, I. is nuaerically the 
sa.e as the Objective function, P, if all the constraints are 
satisfied, the co.plete stationary condition for the Objective 
function With constraint is that 61 is zero. 
The variation 01 can be obtained by applying the variational 
operator 0 to equation (15) by e.ploying soae priaary concepts 
preViously expressed in equations (1) to (3 ) and by 
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integrating by parts to establish the necessary relations to 
be aet by u(t). Soae siaplifications can be .ade by taking 
the canonical equations (16) to (18) into account and by 
taking into consideration that all initial values of the state 
functions, XP(O), XC(O), and X~(O) are stationary. iosenbrock 
and Storey (1966) used a closely Siailar approach. The 
siaplified fora of 61 is 
J: ( II H + ~p) 6X P + ( : H + ~c) 6Xc + II xP XC 
He 
II H 6u + I( " H + ~~) 6X~ dt ( 19) II u II Xi. \'=0 
The first condition for 61 to be zero is that the integrand in 
equation (19) has to be zero. If each state variable is not 
stationary during the process, each tera in braces of the 
integrand has to be zero. This results in the second kind of 
canoDical equations 
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c 
= - q 
(20) 
( 2 1 ) 
• i. 
- - q (22) 
The other tera in the integrand which has to be zero is 
8 H 6u = 0 
b u (23) 
The second condition for 61 to be zero is that each tara 
outside the integration in equation (19) has to be zero. ThiS 
results in the following equations 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
The treat.ent of the second kind of canonical equations (20) 
to (22) results in a set of differential equations of the 
adjOint function. Equations (24) to (26) give the final 
values which have to be satisfied by the differential 
equations of the adjOint functions. 
The coabination of equations (22) and (26) gives 
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HC 
=2: (27) 
~=. 
dq" 
NC 
II X· L qj( l-u)V { XJ iI X j } C D iI D = - q (l-u)V (28) dt X~ XO X~ iI II iI Xi. 
1.=. 
qi.(T) 
= 0 
Since the Haailtonian is not a function of Xc, the derivative 
of the Haailtonian with respect to XC is zero. This results 
in the adjOint function qC being a constant Which is called 
the Lagrange aultiplier ~. As a result of this, the 
coabination of equations (21) and (25) gives 
d C ~-O dt -
qC(T) = ~ 
(29) 
The Lagrange multiplier A has to be adjusted to satisfy 
equation (25), naaely until the speCified product purity is 
achieved. 
The Haailtonian is also not a function of Xp • Therefore, the 
derivative of Haailtonian with respect to xP is zero. ThiS 
causes qP to be a constant. In order to satisfy equation 
(24), thiS constant has to be unity. As a result of thiS, the 
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coabinations of equation (20) and (24) is as follows 
dqP _ 
dt - 0 (30) 
qP(T) = 1 
The treataent of equation (23) results in the opti.al 
trajectory of the .odified reflux ratio. If U is not 
stationary during the process, the optiaal trajectory of the 
Modified reflux ratio is 
ult) = Root of { :~ = 0 } (31 ) 
where 
iJ H 
V {Il-U) " 
Xi 
+ x: } c D Xi 0 iJ u = q 
" 
+ (q - 1) V -U D 
Ne 
Xi. I \. V i' l-u) iJ - x~} q + Xi D (32) XO " u i=1 
There is an inherent constraint which has to be satisfied by 
the .odified reflux ratio, naaely 
o SuS 1 (33) 
ThiS constraint can be acco •• odated by e.ploying Pontryagin's 
(1962) continuous aaxiaua prinCiple which was refined by 
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Rosenbrock and Storey (1966). The principle is that the 
optiaal u is the one which aakes the Haailtonian aaxiaua. 
This principle can be iapleaented in this problea. The first 
step is to find u froa equations (31) and (32) followed by 
calculating the Haailtonian. This value of the Haailtonian is 
then coapared with the values of the Ha.iltonian at the two 
extre.es of u in equation (33). The other aethod is by uSing 
a direct search technique for aaxiaising the Haailtonian with 
respect to u. 
However, according the results reported by Hurty (1980) et at. 
and Diwekar (1887) et at., the values of the optiaal 
trajectory u are always within the interval 0 < u < 1. 
Therefore, the two extreaes of u, 0 and 1, aay be treated only 
for optional checking. 
6.2.6 Solution by Gradient Hethod in Function Space 
Froa the above discussion of the stationary conditions, the 
overall solution to the proble. of variational optiaisation 
resolves into a systea of two-pOint boundary value probleas in 
the state functions, XP, XC,X t and their corresponding adjOint 
P C i. functions, q t q , q. While qP is fixed to be unity, 
C q 
plays the role of the Lagrange aultiplier X which has to be 
C 
adjusted to aake X zero. 
The above two-pOint boundary value proble. can be solved by an 
iterative .ethod. ThiS is done by integrating nuaerically the 
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differential equations (4), (9), and (12) with respect to tiae 
forwardly froa 0 to T. For this purpose, the trajectory of 
the .odified reflux ratio u has to be initialised and stored. 
Each value of the state functions and the aodified reflux 
ratio is stored at every tiae step. By uSing these stored 
values, the differential equations (27) and (28) are 
integrated backwardly With respect to tiae froa T to o. 
During thiS backward integration, the trajectory of the 
aodified reflux ratio is corrected by a technique called the 
gradient method in function space which can be foraulated by 
U 
nev 
iJ H 
iJ u (34) 
where & is a saall value which according to Diwekar (1988) 
should be carefully chosen to ensure the convergence of the 
iteration. The whole iterative scheae is ended if the 
corrected trajectory of the aodified reflux ratio is roughly 
constant. 
The trajectory of the Haailtonian which corresponds to the 
convergent trajectory of the aodified reflux ratiO should be 
constan~ With respect to tiae. However, to satisfy the 
constraint equation (33), the trajectory of the Haailtonian 
has to be checked at every tiae step against its two extreae 
values in order to choose the correct optiaal trajectory of 
the aodified reflux ratiO. 
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6.2.7 Iaproveaent to the gradient aethod in function space 
The inconvenience of the gradient method in fUnction ~pace as 
expressed by equation (34) is the need for careful Choice of 
the constant &. This is a soaewhat haphazard process for the 
inexperienced. 
To overco.e the above proble., a Newton-Raphson like aethod 
can be used. The idea comes from the fact that the optiaal 
trajectory is the solution of equation (31) Which at every 
time step can be regarded as a non-linear equation in u. By 
using this technique the constant £ can be autoaatically 
calculated by the followtng expression. 
1 
& = (35) 
where 
#H v{( l-u) iJ2 X i iJ Xi 1 -c D - 2 D = q iJ u 2 2 bu IJ u 
Ne 
qi. V { "zx i Xi L iJ } ( l-u) : - 2 D (36) XO b u iJ U 
\=i 
6.2.8 Application of the new short-cut aodel 
Froa the above analysts, it appears that the differential 
equations of the adjOint function, equations ( 27 ) and ( 28 ) • 
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requires a aatrix of the first derivatives of Xj with 
D respect i 
to X.. The solution by USing the gradient aethod in function 
space, equation (34), requires the first derivatives of X\ 
D 
With respect to U. While the proposed i.proveaent of gradient 
aethod tn function space, equation (35), requires the second 
i derivatives of XD With respect to u. 
If the current iaplicit short-cut aodels, such as that of 
Diwekar and Madhavan (1986) and Domenech and Enjalbert (1978), 
are used, the exact values of above aentioned derivatives Will 
be very difficult to calculate. ThiS is because the inherent 
difficulty of the iaplicit short-cut models which require aany 
iterative calculations in their for.ula. 
The superiority of the new short-cut over the current iaplicit 
short-cut aodels is in its explicitness. All of the reqUired 
derivatives mentioned above can be calculated analytically by 
USing the explicit foraula developed in Appendix 1. 
6.2.9 Algoritha of the gradient aethod in function space 
The following algorithm can be used as a gUide for 
iapleaenting the above techniques of solving the variational 
problea for optiaal reflux trajectory. The algoritha reqUires 
a one diaensional direct search routine for solVing the 
non-linear equation in the Lagrange aultiplier, At for exaaple 
the golden-section search routine. 
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Step 1 
Initialise the trajectory of the aodified reflux ratio u and 
store it. The .ost convenient esti.ate is a trajectory of 
constant value. 
Step 2 
Guess the range of values for searching the Lagrange 
aultiplier, A. There is no clue available for estiaating the 
aagnitude of the values. Once a realistic range has been 
established the golden-section search routine is an 
appropriate technique for finding the value of A. 
Step 3 
If the gradient aethod in function space is used, guess the 
a.all value of c. Use a positive aaall value. 
Step 4 
Initialise all the state functions xP and XC to zero. and X' 
to the speCified initial values of the still charge. 
Step 5 
Integrate forwardly step by step the differential equations of 
the state functions. equations (4). (9) and (12). froa tiae 
zero to T, by using the stored values of the trajectory u. 
Store each trajectory of the state functions at every tiae 
step. 
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Step 6 
Integrate backwardly step by step the differential equations 
of the adjOint function, equations (27) and (28), froa tiae T 
to zero, by e.ploying the stored values of the trajectory u 
i 
and X. The integrand of equations (27) and (28) can be 
calculated with the help of the first derivative foraula of Xj 
D 
i 
with respect to X which for the new short-cut .ode! are 
• 
available in AppendiX 1. 
At the end of each integration step, calculate the Haailtonian 
and its partial derivatives with respect to u, by USing 
equations (14) and (32) and s~ore them. This can be done by 
e.ploying the for.ula of the partial derivatives of with 
respect to u in AppendiX 1. 
Update the trajectory of u, by using the gradient .ethod in 
function space, equation (34), or by using the i.proved 
gradient .ethod in function space, equation (35). 
Step 7 
Check whether the trajectory of the first derivative of 
Ha.iltonian with respect to u is already converged to zero 
within the desired accuracy. 
If not converged, the iteration goes to either step 3 for 
necessary change of & or to directly to step 4 if the old & i3 
conSidered suitable. 
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If converged, go to step 8 or, for optional checking, 
calculate the values of the Haailtonian at a particular 
step as a function of u within the interval 0 ~ u ~ 1. 
Step 8 
tiae 
Check whether the state function XC is already converged to 
zero within the desired accuracy. 
If not converged, the calculation either returns to step 2, 
folloWing the golden-section search routine for a new A, or to 
step 1 to change the range of searching A. 
If converged, 
reported. 
6.3 Case study 
the iterations are teratnated the results 
In this study, two particular systeas are analysed, naaely a 
binary systea and a quaternary systea. 
6.3.1 Binary systea 
Hurty (1980) et ale studied the aaxiaua distillate proble. of 
a binary systea whose co.ponents have the relative 
volatilities 2. and 1. in a four-stage batch still. The vapor 
flow, V, was set to 110 moles per hour and the operating time, 
T. to one hour. They used the distillate rate, D, as the 
decision trajectory and a seat-rigorous .odel without holdups, 
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equations (6) and (7) in the previous chapter, for estiaating 
the instantaneous overhead coapositiono. ~ Table 1 shows the 
seven different input conditions of their case-study which 
were analysed with the variations in the aaount of charge, the 
coaposition, and the product purity. 
Table 1. Input cond i t ions for bi nary systea 
Case No. Xo(O) X~(O) X· 
p 
1 116. 1 0.750 0.950 
2 74.3 0.420 0.900 
3 116. 1 0.580 0.930 
4 116. 1 0.487 0.930 
5 74.3 0.715 0.950 
6 116. 1 0.715 0.930 
7 116. 1 0.715 0.900 
Diwekar (1987) et ale used the saae binary systea with the 
saae input conditions and coapared the results of their study 
to that of Hurty (1980) et ale They e.ployed the Diwekar and 
Madhavan (1986) short-cut aodel and used the reflux ratio R as 
the decision trajectory. 
Por the purpose of coaparison in thiS study, the saae binary 
systea with the saae input conditions as in Table 1 are also 
analysed here by using the new short-cut aodel USing the 
.odified reflux ratio, u, as the decision trajectory. The 
coefficients of 8 for thiS binary syste. are as in Table 1. in 
the chapter 5. Coaparative results fro. thiS study With those 
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of Hurty and Diwekar are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Coaparatlve results for binary systea 
(R) (D) ( U ) 
DIWEKAR HURTY GUHAY 
Case No. A P A P A P 
1 29.36 20.290 27.15 25.979 26.07 25.955 
2 50.11 4.731 42.69 6.082 41.90 6.092 
3 31.25 12.300 28.54 16.397 28. 14 16.434 
4 131.36 3.170 102.93 4.379 111. 36 4. 177 
5 29.24 18.238 25.76 22.827 25.33 22.892 
6 15.30 30.240 13.06 38.752 13.47 37.529 
7 8.74 37 .. 261 10.40 46.204 8.00 50.970 
Fro. the figures in Table 2, it appears that the results 
predicted by the new short-cut aodel are consistently closer 
to those predicted by Hurty (1980) et ale than are the results 
predicted by Diwekar (1987) et ale 
6.3.2 Quaternary s~stea 
Diwekar (1987) et ale tried to extend their study to the case 
of a quaternary syste.. The input conditions which they used 
are shown in Table 3. Two cases were analysed, naaely for N 
equal to 8 and 10. Both cases use the sa.e vapor flow, V, 
equal to 110 .ole per hour and the saae aaount of initial 
200 1 The co.aon operating tiae for both charge equal to ao es. 
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cases is set to one hour. 
Table 3. Input condistions for quaternary systea 
Coaponent coaposition Relative volatility 
( i ) X'"(O) 
a 
i. 
1 0.25 4. 
2 0.25 3. 
3 0.25 2. 
4 0.25 1. 
In thiS comparative study, the saae quaternary systea with the 
saae input conditions is analysed again uSinS the new 
short-cut aodel. For the two cases with N equal to 8 and 10, 
the coefficients of aodel e are given in Table 1 of the 
chapter 5. The coaparative results of this study and that of 
Diwekar (1987) are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Coaparative results for quaternary systea 
CASE DIWEKAR GUHAY 
No. N A P A P 
1 8 265. 12 25.5420 167.93 1. 0179 
2 10 15.32 20.4367 17.01 6.9351 
Pro. the figures in Table ~f i~ appears that the results of 
the new short-cut aodel are entirely different fro. those of 
Diwekar (1987). There see.s to be an ano.aly in the case of 
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Diwekar's results where the aaXiaua distillate for N equal to 
8 is greater than for N equal to 10. According to the figures 
in Table 2 in the previous chapter, the te~t~ by Luyben (1971) 
.odel uSing the sa.e input conditions and very saall tray 
holdups indicate that distillate collected by uSing a con~tant 
reflux operation are 0.411 and 7.426 respectively for N equal 
to 8 and 10. Since the results of a constant reflux operation 
and an opti.al reflux operation are close to each other. it i8 
believed that the results obtained by the new short-cut aodel 
are better than those of Diwekar. 
6.4 Conclusions 
The theory of the variational method for solving the prable • 
of optimal reflux profile for • Ulti-coaponent batch 
distillation by USing short-cut .odels has been discussed. 
The explicitness of the new short-cut .odel aakes it possible 
to iaple.ent the Newton-Raphson like .ethod for iaproving the 
perforaance the gradient .ethod in function space, conferring 
considerable advantages in speed of computation. 
The results of comparative case studies show that the 
predictive perfor.ance of the new short-cut .adel 
than that of Diwekar (1987) et al. as 
coaputational perforaance referred to above. 
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well 
is better 
as the 
7. SUGGESTION for FlITURE ~ 
The above analytical derivative technique .ay be used to solve 
other .odels of unsteady-sate processes Which involve systeas 
of differentio-algebraic equations. Such processes are, for 
exa.ple, packed-tower distillation, other operation of a 
bOiler or evaporator with holdup. 
Probleas in si.ulation and optimisation of batch distillation 
with slop recycle may be extended to the folloWing situations: 
1) Extension of the nUMber of components or products. This 
will increase the nu.ber of operational steps in each aode of 
operation. 
2) Treat.ent of pOSSible i.purities in the syste •. This .ay 
neceSSitate an increase in the nu.ber of operational steps 
co.pared with a separation which does not consider the 
treat.ent of impurities. The need for extra operational 
steps depends on the concentration, the relative volatilities 
and the number of co.ponents. 
3) Selective products. This situation is analogous to the 
treat.ent of possible i.purities, where the nu.ber of saleable 
or valuable products is lower than the nuaber of .ajor 
components in the system. 
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4) Integrated syste.. In this situation a batch distillation 
is part of an integrated syste.. A s1.ple integrated systea 
of batch processes which could be interesting is the one 
co.prising a slow batch reaction and a batch distillation. 
For the short-cut .odel, the general expression of the 
adjustable factor, 8, could be completed in an explicit fora, 
including the conSideration of the percentage holdups. The 
possible derivation of noraalisation factor for the systea 
having multiple feed streaas may also be of interest for 
siaulating batch distillations With slop recycle. 
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AppendiX 1 
Derivation of Partial Derivatives 
Nevton-Raphson like aethod. 
1. Guaay short-cut .odel 
Step A: w = 
NC 
L 
",=t 
1 
a X'" i. B 
Step B: e = eCN, u, w) 
Step e ( repeat i = It HC ): 
z.. = 
ea - u 
i. 
required 
N 
1 - u + ( ea" - 1) ( e:,] 
.. 
Step D ( repeat i-It NC): 
z" X\. 
Xi. • 
= D HC 
I zi. x\. • i. =1 
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by the 
2.Tbe derivatives of Xi With respect to u 
D 
Steps E to L are repeated in sequence for i = 1. NC. 
Step E: 
Step F: 
Step G: 
Step H: 
Step I: 
Step J: 
Step K: 
Step L: 
iJ P 
" u 
" Q 
lJ u 
" A I u 
[8a. -1)( * r-' p = N l. 80.. l. 
Q = Q. { 1 -N[8:~~ 1 J}[*f l. 
" e A - - 1 + P + Q b u
= [--=..o.i--=-:~~ _-_1 _-_A _Zi ] 
80.. - U 
l. 
N 
e J " e " u ) 
N 
u 
_ (N : 1 - (N - 1l80l,] _N_ " (3 ) 
(N - 1) eO. . e" u 
\. 
iJ P 
lJ u + 
iJ Q 
lJ u 
iJ8 
lJ u 
ain Z\. Z" "A + a" :~~ } { I - A Zi. - cc u'"' _ ~ln Zi.= !~ __ ~______ ~i~bu~ ______ ~i1u~ ________ __ 
lJu2 8a. - U 
\. 
Steps Hand N are repeated in seqyence i = 1, He. 
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iJ xi. Zi. 
He 
Step H: D Xi. C)ln Xi. LX! c)l D zj 6U = 6U D D 6U 
j=l 
c)Z xi. [ c) xi. f+ c)Z Step N: D 1 D X" In = c)uZ Xi. c) U D (fuz 
D 
Ne 
Xi. I iJ xJ " 10 ZJ iJz D + Xj D iJ u " U D j=l 
3. The derivatives of X~ with respect to X" 
D 8 
Step 0 (repeat i = 1, HC): " 9 
iJ X\. 
= - a i. 
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iJ w 
Z 
W 
B 
Step P is repeated j = 1, HC: 
Z" 
In 
~z 
Step p: repeat steps Q, Rand S in ~equeoce i = I, HC. 
zj 
Step Q: B a. { I -N [ea j - III [ e:r = 9a. \. 
J 
''In zj 
Step R: = ilS 
" In 
zj 
Step S: = 
iJ Xi 
• 
Step T is repeated j = 1, NC 
Step T (repeat i = I, NC): 
a. - B zj 
J 
ea, - u 
J 
il In zj iJ e 
8 9 iJ Xi 
• 
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xj xj D D 
= X~ X~ 
• • 
} -
He 
L 
k=~ 
AppendiX 2a 
A benzene(1)-toluene(2)-xylene(3) mixture of composition, 
X = 0.40 X = 0.35 X = 0.25, 
~ 2 3 
was used as the examples in cases of the rigorous method. It 
was taken to be at its bOiling pOint. Enthalpy, heat capacity 
and density data were taken from C. L. Yaws, 
Properties", McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,1977. 
"PhYSical 
Antoine's 
coefficients were taken from F. J. ZUiderweg, "Recommended 
Test Mixtures for Distillation Columns", C. Baldwin Ltd., 1966. 
Appendix 2b 
Number of trays = 10. 
Heat loss per tray = 66 kJ /hr oK. 
~ ° Heat capacity of equip«mnt per tray = 0.42 kJ / K. 
Murphree tray efficiency in each tray = 0.9. 
BOil-up rate = 600 kmol / hr. 
Reflux Ratio - 3.5. 
Product purity = 0.95. 
Raw material cost = £ 5.00 /kmol. 
First product price - £ 10.00 /kmol. 
Second product price = £ 15.00 /kmol. 
Third product price = £ 12.50 /kmol. 
Cooling cost - £ 0.24 / GJ. 
Heating cost - C 1.02 / GJ. 
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NOHENCLATURE 
a to d, - coefficients of difference equation~. 
a to a - coefficients of .odel 9. 
o ~ 
A 
• 
b 
B 
B 
o 
c 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
Ct 
C, 
C 
Pn 
c. 
p~ 
C 
qC 
D 
D 
vn 
E 
E 
n 
F 
p 
n 
G 
n 
h 
n 
- cross sectional area of the column . 
- Do.enech-Enjalbertts adjustable para.eter. 
- rebotler .olar liquid holdup. 
- initial value of the reboiler .olar liqUid holdup. 
- total a.ount of products per cycle ti.e. 
- total sale of the products in a Single cycle. 
- total cost of the fresh charge in a single cycle. 
- total cost of heating process in a Single cycle. 
- total cost of cooling process in a single cycle. 
- Diwekar-Kadhavan's adjustable factor. 
- the .olar a.ount of fresh charge. 
- heat capacity of the equip.ent in stage n. 
th 
- price per .ole of the i product. 
- price per aole of the fresh charge. 
- unit cost of heating process. 
- unit cost of cooling process. 
- top product .olar flow. 
_ liqUid side product .olar flow fro. stage n. 
_ vapor side product .olar flow fro. stage n. 
_ total absolute fractional co.position error. 
_ the equilibriu. function in stage n. 
_ initial .olar charge to the reboiler. 
_ .olar feed flow into stage n. 
_ liquid volu.e holdup in stage n. 
_ lIqUid .olar enthalpy in stage n. 
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h~n - .olar enthalpy gradient in CO.pOSition space at 
h Fn 
H 
H 
n 
Kl. 
n 
L 
L 
n 
L 
v 
H 
n 
n 
N 
N 
mi.n 
MC 
N 
s 
p 
p 
z 
P 
8 
p 
.. 
stage n. 
- liqUid .olar enthalpy associated with' . 
" 
- the Haa1ltonian function. 
- vapor aolar enthalpy in stage D. 
co.ponent i. 
Chao Kwang Chu's proportionality factor for 
coaponent i. 
- average equilibriua constant for co.ponent i. 
- average equilibriu. constant for the reference 
co_ponent r. 
- reboiler equilibriu~ constant for the reference 
component r. 
- equilibriua constant for co.ponent i in stage n. 
- equilibriua constant for the reference co.ponent in 
stage n. 
- liqUid .olar flow. 
- liqUid .olar flow to stage n. 
- the weir height. 
- liqUid aolar holdup in stage n. 
- stage nuaber, froa zero to N + 1. 
- nuaber of plates or stages. 
- the aini.ua nu.ber of plates. 
- nu.ber of co.ponents. 
- the nuaber of distributed slops. 
- profit per cycle ti.e. 
the .olar a.ount of the first product. 
-
-
the .olar a.ount of the second product. 
the .olar a.ount of the third product. -
the a.ount of the fourth product. -
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p 
n 
absolute pressure in stage n. 
Qc - condenser heat flow. 
Q
n 
heat loss flow froB stage n. 
Q. reboiler heat flow. 
qaA - heat consuaption during charging period. 
qCA heat rejected during charging period. 
q.o heat consuaption during the start-up period. 
qco - heat rejected during the start-up period. 
q.t - heat consuaption during the first topping period. 
qat - heat rejected during the first topping period. 
q.2 heat consumption during the first slopping period. 
qcz - heat rejected during the first sloPPing period. 
qBS - heat consuaption during the second topping. 
qca - heat rejected during the second topping. 
q.4 - heat consuaption during the second slopping. 
qC4 
" q 
8 q 
1 q 
r 
R 
R 
mLn 
- heat rejected during the second slopping. 
heat consuaed during the second start-up per iod. 
- heat rejected during the second start-up period. 
heat consuaed during the third slopping period. 
heat rejected during the third slopping period. 
- total heat consuaption. 
- total heat rejected. 
_ adjOint function associated with Xi. 
_ adjOint function associated With B. 
d With Xi. 
_ adjOint function associate 8 
- reference co.ponent. 
- the reflux ratiO. 
_ the ainiaua reflux ratiO. 
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s . 
Am~n 
s 
m 
s" 
F 
t 
t 
c 
t 
E 
t 
Pi 
t 
o 
t 
A 
t 
a 
t 
.. 
t 
!5 
t 
6 
t 
e 
- upper bound of the reflux ratio search. 
- the a.ount of the first slop. 
- the .ini.u. of S 1 for the long cycle operat.ion. 
the a.ount of the second slop. 
the a.ount of the third slop. 
- the a.ount of the co.bined slop. 
Brown and Souders' absorption factor for 
co.ponent i • 
- operating ti.e. 
- preparation ti.e ( binary systea ). 
- the end tiae of start-up process ( binary systea). 
the final tiae ( binary systea ). 
- the end tiae of the topping process ( binary). 
- the end tiae of the start-up process. 
- the end tiae of the first topping process. 
- the end tiae of the first slopping process. 
- the end tiae of the second topping process. 
- the end tiae of the second slopping process. 
- the end tiae of the second start-up process. 
- the end tiae of the third slopping process. 
- the initial tiae of feeding a slop. 
- the end tiae of feeding a slop. 
t - the t for the distribut.ed slop at. plate j. 
e. e 
J 
t 
cycle 
T 
T 
n 
T" 
xn 
- the tr for the distributed slop at. plate j. 
- total cycle tiae. 
_ the final tiae in aaxiaua distillate proble •. 
_ equilibriua teaperature at st.age n. 
t grad ient in co.position space. - teapera ure 
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u 
(UA) 
n 
V 
V 
n 
W 
c 
wi. 
n 
X 
xi. 
x" 
Il 
xi. 
at 
Xi. 
D 
Xj. 
D 
X· 
D 
Xi. 
n 
Xi. 
nO 
-r 
n 
X· 
H 
X· 
P. 
X
2 
P2 
x· 
P2 
X8 
P8 
x· 
P8 
Xi. 
P" 
Xi. 
Sj. 
Xi. 
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- _odified reflux ratio. 
- heat transfer factor in stage n. 
- _olar vapor flow. 
- _olar vapor flow fro_ stage n. 
- the weir constant. 
- the inverse nor_alisation factor for co.ponent 1. 
- paraaeter in Gilliland's correlation. 
- state function. 
- reboiler liqUid mole fraction for co.ponent i. 
i. 
- X at til5le t. 
B 
- instantaneous overhead mole fraction of co.ponent 
i . 
- _ole fraction of co.ponent 1 in the top product. 
-1 
- specified value of X • 
. D 
- liquid .ole fraction for co.ponent i in stage n. 
- the initial value of Xi.. 
n 
- vector liqUid _ole fraction in stage n. 
_ average _ole fraction of co.ponent 1 for the first 
product. 
j. 
specified value of X • 
•• 
average _ole fraction of co_ponent 2 for the second 
product. 
2 
- S pe c i fie d val ue 0 f X • P2 
_ average .ole fraction of co.ponent 3 in the third 
product. 
a 
_ speCified value of X~. 
_ average .ole fraction of co_ponent 4 in the fourth 
product. 
the first 
_ average .ole fraction of co.ponent i in 
slop. 
_ average .ole fraction of co.ponent 1 in the second 
slop. 
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X~B - average aole fraction of component i in the third 
slop. 
X~m - average mQle fraction of co.ponent i in the 
coabined slop. 
y 
- parameter in Gilliland's correlation. 
Y~ - vapor mole fraction for component ~ in stage n. 
V: - vector vapor aole fraction in stage n . 
•• V~ - equilibriua. vapor aole frac. corresponding to y\ 
n n 
zt - the normalisation factor for co.ponent i. 
zt - the generalised noraalisation factor for 
n 
co.ponent i. 
Q. relative volatility of coaponent i. 
~ 
~ - relative volatility vector. 
Q~ - the relative volatility of the hea.y key coaponent. 
~h - the rat io of CttJc over Cthlc • 
~Jc - the relative volatility of the light key co.poDent. 
6 - variational operator. 
- the approxillate tiae-derivative of h · n 6h t n 
- the approximate tiae-derivative of H · n 
- the approximate time-derivative of T · n 
6t - a .soa 11 tille integration step. 
& - small real nuaber. 
i. 
T)n _ Murphree tray efficiency of tray n for coaponent i. 
9 
e 
A 
e 
• 
9 
C 
e 
D 
e 
J: 
- Guaay's adjustable factor. 
- preparation time. 
- start-up tiae. 
- first topping tiae. 
- first slopping ti.e. 
- second topping time. 
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9 - second slopping tiae. 
F 
9
0 
- preparation tiae a long cycle operation. 
A - the Lagrange aultiplier. 
P
L 
- liquid aolar density. 
P
n 
- liquid aolal density at stage n. 
P y - vapor aolal density. 
T - the hydraulic tiae constant. 
n 
fin - liqUid aolal voluae at stage n. 
i-
n liqUid aolal volume gradient in composition space. 
T"'"xn 
w - Gu&ay's dicensionless group. 
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